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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the study of the electromagnetic properties of active

spinplasmonic artificial materials. Artificial materials are composites having a

macroscopic electromagnetic response that arises due to electromagnetic and

electronic interactions between subwavelength sized elements. They are of

practical engineering interest due to the wide range of free parameters such

as the size, shape, density, and orientation of the individual elements, among

others, thus providing the means to produce highly customizable photonic

components. The thesis work can be categorized into four major sections: the

design and construction of an advanced terahertz system capable of probing

the electromagnetic response of such materials, the development of a class

of artificial materials that permits the active, spin-dependent tuning of the

position dependent phase accumulation of terahertz radiation, the study of

spintronic-plasmonic artificial materials, and the discovery of a loss reduc-

tion mechanism for terahertz pulses transmitted through dense ensembles of

bimetallic particles.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

1.1 Motivation

An essential task in engineering research is to determine the proper material

for an envisioned application. Whether it is the semiconductor material for

an electrical engineer, the type of steel for a civil engineer, or the polarizer

material for an optical engineer, researchers have a strong reliance on, and

are often limited by, the intrinsic properties of materials. While the intrin-

sic properties are dictated by the atomic and molecular composition, a new

branch of research in optics and photonics has focused on manipulating the

sub-wavelength structure of materials to engineer their optical properties. The

wide range of free parameters for artificial materials or metamaterials, such

as the composition, shape, size, density, alignment, and arrangement of the

engineered structural inclusions, allow for many degrees of freedom for design.

In such cases, the optical properties of the artificial material are described

by effective optical parameters (i.e. permittivity and permeability) that differ

from the intrinsic optical parameters of the constituent materials. The study

of metamaterials is an example of artificial material research where the effec-

tive permittivity and permeability are engineered by exploiting electronic and

magnetic resonances in the constituent structures [1], permitting unique phe-

nomena such as negative refraction [2], cloaking [3], near perfect absorption

[4], subwavelength focusing [5], and negative phase and group velocities [6].

The field of plasmonics offers a unique platform for the creation artificial

materials. For example, a plasmonic superlens exhibiting sub-wavelength reso-

lution has been realized via the exploitation of the tendency of surface plasmon

polaritons (SPPs) to perceive a negative index of refraction at visible frequen-

cies [5]. Moreover, it has been proposed that localized plasmon resonances in

nanoparticles in conjunction with metamaterials can be utilized to create op-

tical nanocircuits that behave analogously to their electronic counterparts [7].
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While literature regarding resonant plasmons at optical frequencies is in abun-

dance [8], non-resonant plasmons at terahertz (THz) frequencies have received

considerably less attention. Interestingly, the THz regime is attractive for elec-

tromagnetic investigations due to the unique capabilities of THz spectroscopic

techniques. Unlike spectroscopy in the visible regime, in THz spectroscopy

the time-domain electric field waveforms are directly measured. Moreover,

in THz spectroscopy the polarization content of the measured radiation can

be determined, and thus, the technique offers complete characterization of

the magnitude, phase, and polarization characteristics of the radiation. The

pulses typically generated and measured are temporally short (∼ 1 ps) and are

of high bandwidth (∼ 1 THz), allowing the investigation of a large range of

frequencies using a single measurement. These properties have allowed unique

insight into many different phenomena, including the optical response of chi-

ral media [9], carrier dynamics [10, 11], and intermolecular interactions [12],

among many others.

Plasmons in the THz regime are more weakly confined compared to plas-

mons in the visible regime due to the considerably larger permittivities of met-

als at THz frequencies (a factor of ∼ 103 larger [13, 14]), which reduces the

penetration of the radiation into the metal. However, this difference between

the two regimes also results in THz plasmons having comparatively low loss,

which may be attractive for some applications. For example, it has been shown

that THz pulses can be guided long distances by a metallic wire [15]. Also, by

periodically perforating metallic films the effective permittivity can be modu-

lated such that resonant terahertz surface plasmon polaritons can be excited

(i.e. the so-called “designer plasmon”) [16]. In contrast to the periodically

engineered structures almost ubiquitously used in the creation of artificial ma-

terials, the ability of THz particle plasmons to near-field couple and coherently
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transport THz radiation over large distances in random ensembles of particles

introduces a new paradigm for controlling the propagation of radiation [17, 18].

Interestingly, this type of plasmonic transport introduces additional degrees

of freedom that permit phenomena such as materials exhibiting an atypical

effective refractive index that cannot be explained by effective medium theory

[19].

While numerous passive plasmonic devices have been introduced, the ac-

tive control of plasmonic devices has only recently begun to be addressed.

In the visible regime, methods implemented to actively modulate the prop-

agation of SPPs include utilizing nanoscale structural transformations [20]

and ultrafast excitation of the metal supporting the SPP [21]. In the THz

regime, active, spin-enabled modulation of the plasmonic enhanced propaga-

tion through metallic particles has been enabled via anisotropic magnetoresis-

tance in ferromagnetic metallic particles [22, 23] and spin accumulation at a

ferromagnetic-nonmagnetic interface [24].

This thesis explores active artificial materials in the context of plasmonic

enhanced propagation of THz radiation through metallic media, and a THz

spectroscopy system has been designed and built for studying such phenomena.

Provided in this thesis are: (1) a recipe for creating active artificial materials

that operate via photonic anisotropic magnetoresistance; (2) an investigation

of the active modulation of THz transmission via giant magnetoresistance;

and (3) the introduction of a new form of loss reduction for THz transmis-

sion through metallic particles. As such, the goal of this thesis work is to

discover new and effective ways to control electromagnetic radiation, which is

paramount for the development of light-based information technologies.
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1.2 Scope of Thesis

In Chapter 2 a system capable of angular- and time-resolved, polarization

sensitive detection of THz radiation with detection angles spanning 360◦ is

presented. In a conventional THz spectroscopy system, the system detects the

radiation transmitted along the incident beam axis. The realization of a pump-

probe spectroscopy system capable of time- and polarization-resolved detection

at arbitrary angles is nontrivial, however, since the sampling probe beam must

retain its alignment, polarization, and timing for all detection angles. The

performance of the off-axis system is demonstrated experimentally, with the

results compared to predictions obtained from finite-difference time-domain

simulations.

In Chapter 3 a class of active artificial materials composed of a random

combination of dielectric and metallic microparticles is discussed. Both an

active lens and active router are theoretically explored. In the former case the

application of an external magnetic field results in a tunable focal length, while

in the latter case an external magnetic field results in a tunable deflection angle

of transmitted radiation. The active behaviour stems from an interplay be-

tween position dependent phase accumulation via the relative concentrations

of the dielectric and metallic particles and actively adjustable phase accumu-

lation via photonic anisotropic magnetoresistance. The theoretical discussion

is supported by finite difference time domain calculations. Moreover, an active

router is experimentally demonstrated, providing a proof of concept for more

complex devices.

Anisotropic magnetoresistance and spin accumulation, which originate due

to electron spin, can be observed in the plasmonic enhanced transmission of

THz radiation through dense ensembles of metallic particles. In the same

manner that the discoveries of anisotropic magnetoresistance and spin accu-
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mulation led to the development of giant magnetoresistance electrical devices,

Chapter 4 explores the possibility of observing modulation of plasmonic en-

hanced transmission of THz radiation via giant magnetoresistance. The ex-

perimental results suggest that observing such phenomena may require careful

control of the particle surface conditions or large magnetic field strengths.

In Chapter 5, a modification of the plasmonic transmission of terahertz

radiation through ensembles of bimetallic particles is introduced. When cop-

per particles having a native oxide present on the surface are coated with a

nano-layer of gold, it is shown that a film only several nanometers thick results

in improved transmission of the high frequency components of the terahertz

radiation. These experimental results introduce a regime of plasmonic trans-

mission that has not been previously documented.

1.3 Theoretical Framework

This thesis explores artificial materials that operate via localized plasmonic

oscillations in the THz regime. The active behaviour of the investigated artifi-

cial materials stems from resistivity modulation via electron spin-states in the

metallic particles that support the localized plasmons. To equip the reader

with the necessary theoretical knowledge, the relevant theoretical background

in electromagnetics will first be discussed, along with details on modeling the

optical constants of materials. While the thesis work involves localized plas-

mons in the THz regime, propagating surface plasmons are also discussed

to elucidate the differences between the two types of plasmonic oscillations.

In each case, the contrasting behaviour of plasmons in the visible and THz

regimes is highlighted to provide the reader with an understanding of the dis-

tinct and dissimilar advantages of each regime. The physical underpinnings of

electron-spin-based resistivity modulation are described via the solid state the-
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ory of ferromagnetic metals and anisotropic magnetoresistance, spin-injection

at a ferromagnetic-nonmagnetic interface, and giant magnetoresistance. A

more detailed discussion of the relevant theoretical background can be found

in texts on electromagnetics [25], plasmonics [26], solid state theory [27, 28],

and magnetoresistance [29].

1.3.1 Electrodynamics in Matter

Classical electrodynamics theory describes the behaviour of electric and mag-

netic fields, and when present inside a material they induce a polarization, P,

and magnetization, M, respectively. As such, the total electric field, E, and

total magnetic field, B, in a material consist of the external fields that estab-

lish P and M combined with the fields induced by P and M, respectively. The

relationships between E, B, P, and M are described by Maxwell’s equations,

∇× E = −∂B

∂t
(1.1a)

∇×B

µo
−∇×M = jf + εo

∂E

∂t
+
∂P

∂t
(1.1b)

εo∇ · E +∇ ·P = ρf (1.1c)

∇ ·B = 0 (1.1d)

where ρf is the free charge, jf is the free current density, and ε0 and µ0 are

the permittivity and permeability of free space, respectively. Accordingly, it

is convenient to define a displacement field, D, and magnetic flux density, H,

where

D = ε0E + P (1.2a)

H =
B

µ0

+ M. (1.2b)
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Therefore, Maxwell’s equations can be re-written as,

∇× E = −∂B

∂t
(1.3a)

∇×H = jf +
∂D

∂t
(1.3b)

∇ ·D = ρf (1.3c)

∇ ·B = 0 (1.3d)

For a material where P and M do not depend on the orientation of the material

(i.e. isotropic) or position in the material (i.e. homogeneous) and are propor-

tional to E and H, respectively (i.e. linear), the electromagnetic response can

be written as

P = εoχ̃eE (1.4a)

M = χmH (1.4b)

where χ̃e and χm are the electric and magnetic susceptibilities, respectively.

Note that χ̃e is, in general, a complex quantity which, as will be seen in the

following discussion, allows one to model energy dissipation in the material.

Materials that obey Equations (1.4a) and (1.4b) have D and H that obey

D = εoε̃E (1.5a)

H = B/(µoµ) (1.5b)

where ε̃ = 1+ χ̃e and µ = 1+χm are the relative permittivity and relative per-

meability, respectively. Furthermore, the free current density in a conductor

is governed by Ohm’s law:

jf = σ(E + v ×B)
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where σ is the conductivity and v is the velocity of the charge. Typically

v << c (i.e. non-relativistic), where c is the speed of light, and Ohm’s law

reduces to

jf = σE. (1.6)

Notably, the above formalism provides the tools to describe electromagnetic

waves in dielectrics and conductors. In a dielectric there is no free charge or

free current, and one can apply the curl to Equations (1.3a) and (1.3b) to

obtain

∇× (∇× E) = ∇(∇ · E)−∇2E = ∇×−∂B

∂t
(1.7a)

∇× (∇×H) = ∇(∇ ·H)−∇2H = ∇×−∂D

∂t
(1.7b)

Invoking Equations (1.3c), (1.3d), (1.5a) and (1.5b) yields

∇2E = µoµεoε̃
∂2E

∂t2
(1.8a)

∇2B = µoµεoε̃
∂2B

∂t2
(1.8b)

which are simply wave equations. For simplicity in presenting an intuitive

physical picture of electromagnetic wave propagation, the fields are assumed

to have no spatial variation along the directions perpendicular to the direction

of propagation. Therefore, the above equations admit plane-wave solutions

given by

E = Eoe
i(k̃·r−ωt+φo),B = Boe

i(k̃·r−ωt+φo) (1.9)

where Eo and Bo are the position-independent electric and magnetic field

amplitudes, respectively, k̃ =
√
µoµεoε̃ωn̂ is the wave vector, r is the position

vector, φo is the phase of the plane wave at time t = 0 and position r = 0, and
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n̂ is a unit vector with direction perpendicular to Eo and Bo, which coincides

with the direction of the plane wave propagation. The wave vector magnitude

is given by

k̃ =
ω

c

√
µε̃ = k + iκ (1.10)

where c = 1/
√
µoεo is the speed of light. k̃ is a complex quantity due to the

assumption that χ̃e, and hence ε̃, is complex. By inserting Equation (1.10)

into Equation (1.9) and utilizing a coordinate system where the direction of k̃

is along the positive z-axis, one obtains

E = Eoe
−κzei(kz−ωt+φo),B = Boe

−κzei(kz−ωt+φo). (1.11)

Here the physical interpretation of κ is revealed, where it is seen that electric

and magnetic fields entering the material decay over a characteristic “skin

depth” given by α = 1/κ.

To describe the interaction of the electromagnetic fields with a metal, one

must allow jf 6= 0. Therefore, by using a procedure similar to that used in the

dielectric treatment above, one realizes the equations

∇2E = µoµεoε̃
∂2E

∂t2
+ µoµσ

∂E

∂t
(1.12a)

∇2B = µoµεoε̃
∂2B

∂t2
+ µoµσ

∂B

∂t
(1.12b)

Interestingly, the solution to these equations can still be plane waves described

by Equation (1.9), except here k̃2 = µoµεoε̃ω
2 + iµoµσω. As such, σ provides

a loss mechanism in the material. Accordingly, convention dictates to simply

absorb the effects of σ into the complex permittivity, ε̃, as will be seen in the

next section.

It is important to mention the property of superposition for propagat-
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ing electromagnetic waves. It can easily be seen through substitution that if

{E1 = Eo,1e
i(k̃·r−ω1t+φ1),E2 = Eo,2e

i(k̃·r−ω2t+φ2), . . .Ej = Eo,je
i(k̃j ·r−ωjt+φj)} are

all linearly independent solutions to the wave equation [Equation (1.12)], then

a linear combination of any Ej also solves the wave equation, where j is an in-

teger. Therefore, the frequency content of any arbitrary electromagnetic signal

can be physically understood as the summation of a series of monochromatic

waves.

1.3.2 Modeling Permittivity and Conductivity

In Section 1.3.1 the parameters ε̃ and σ were introduced, but their physical

origin has yet to be discussed. As mentioned earlier, ε̃ for a dielectric arises

due to the polarization of atoms in the material. The atoms are polarized

due to bound electrons being displaced from the nucleus of the atom via an

electric field, which will be defined as E = Eoe
−iωt. Therefore, an electron

under a driving electromagnetic force, −eEoe−iωt, will be considered, where

e = 1.6 × 10−19C and m∗ are the charge and effective mass of the electron,

respectively, and ω is the driving frequency. Since the electron is bound,

any displacement will result in a restoring force that, for small amplitude

oscillations, can be estimated using a simple harmonic oscillator model as

−m∗ω2
ox, where x is the position of the electron from equilibrium and ωo is

its natural oscillation frequency. Assuming a damping force of the electron

motion given by −m∗νdx/dt, where ν is the damping rate, the equation of

motion of the electron is given by

d2x

dt2
+ ν

dx

dt
+ ω2

0x =
−e
m∗

Eoe
−iωt (1.13)
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In dielectric materials where the electrons are bound to the atom, ν can be

attributed to reradiation by the displaced electrons [25]. At steady state, the

electron oscillates at the driving frequency and has motion given by x(t) =

xoe
−iωt. Therefore, xo can be determined by substitution of x(t) into Equation

(1.13), and the dipole moment is given by

p(t) = −ex(t) =
e2/m∗

ω2
0 − ω2 − iνω

Eoe
−iωt (1.14)

Within a molecule, there are numerous electrons which, depending on their

situation in the molecule, generally have different ωo and ν. The total polar-

ization of the medium is the sum of the contributions from all electrons and,

hence,

P =
Nme

2

m∗

(∑
j

fj
ω2

0,j − ω2 − iνjω

)
E ≡ εoχ̃eE (1.15)

where Nm is the molecules per unit volume, and fj (i.e. oscillator strength)

is the number of electrons in each molecule with natural frequency ω0,j and

damping frequency νj. With χ̃e defined by Equation (1.15), one can write the

permittivity as

ε(ω) = 1 +
Nme

2

εom∗

(∑
j

fj
ω2

0,j − ω2 − iνjω

)
(1.16)

which is known as the Drude-Lorentz model.

In a conductor, the valence electrons are not bound to the atoms and,

as such, their response to electromagnetic fields is quite different. Since the

conduction electron is not bound, there is no restoring force, and the primary

mechanism responsible for the damping frequency, ν, is scattering of the con-

duction electrons from bound electrons, atoms, defects, etc. Therefore the
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equation of motion is

d2x

dt2
+ ν

dx

dt
=
−e
m∗

Eoe
−iωt. (1.17)

At steady state, the electron will have motion given by x(t) = xoe
−iωt and, by

substitution into Equation (1.17), one obtains

x(t) =
−e

m∗(−ω2 − iνω)
Eoe

−iωt (1.18)

Associated with the electron motion is a free current density given by

jf = −Nee
∂x

∂t
=

Nee
2

m∗(ν − iω)
Eoe

−iωt ≡ σEoe
−iωt (1.19)

where Ne is the conduction electron density. Therefore, Equation (1.19) gives

the frequency dependent conductivity for the conduction electrons. Interest-

ingly, by substituting Equation (1.19) into Equation (1.3b) and assuming the

conduction electrons are primarily responsible for the electromagnetic response

of the metal, one obtains

∇×H =
Nee

2

m∗(ν − iω)
E− iωεoE

= −iω
(
εo −

Nee
2

m∗(ω2 + iνω)

)
E

=

(
εo −

Nee
2

m∗(ω2 + iνω)

)
∂E

∂t
(1.20)

As such, it is convenient to absorb the contribution from conductivity into the

permittivity and write

ε(ω) = 1−
ω2
p

ω2 + iνω
(1.21)

where ωp ≡
√
Nee2/εom∗ is the plasma frequency of the metal. Equation

(1.21) is known as the Drude model. Notably, by comparing Equation (1.16)
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to Equation (1.21), it is apparent that the Drude model is simply a special

case of the Drude-Lorentz model, where there is only a single ωo,j that is equal

to zero, and fj is the number of conduction electrons contributed by each

molecule.

1.3.3 Surface Plasmon Polaritons

Governing Relations

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are electromagnetic oscillations that are

confined to the interface between dielectric and metallic media. Currently

there is active research into SPPs in both the visible and THz regimes. While

the behaviour of the SPPs in these two regimes are distinct, the underlying

physics is the same. As such, this section will describe the theoretical back-

ground that applies to both regimes, and then highlight the differences between

them.

Since the SPPs are bound to an interface, we consider the geometry shown

in Figure 1.1, where the interface is located at z = 0, the propagation of the

Figure 1.1: Schematic of the geometry for a surface plasmon polariton traveling
in the positive x-direction with wave vector amplitude β and located at the
interface between Region 1 and Region 2.

SPP’s is along the x-direction, and there is no variation of E in the y-direction.

The half space located at z > 0 is denoted as Region 1, while the half space

at z < 0 is denoted as Region 2. With these assumptions one can write

E = E(z)eiβx−iωt and H = H(z)eiβx−iωt, where β is the wave vector amplitude
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associated with the propagating SPP. To determine the behaviour of E and

H, we utilize Maxwell’s curl equations [Equations (1.3a) and (1.3b)] which,

for the above assumptions, reduce to six equations given by:

∂2Hy

∂z2
+ (k2

o ε̃µ̃− β2)Hy = 0 (1.22a)

Ex = −i 1

ωεoε̃

∂Hy

∂z
(1.22b)

Ez = − β

ωεoε̃
Hy (1.22c)

∂2Ey
∂z2

+ (k2
o ε̃µ̃− β2)Ey = 0 (1.22d)

Hx = i
1

ωµoµ̃

∂Ey
∂z

(1.22e)

Hz =
β

ωµoµ̃
Ey (1.22f)

Notably, the first three equations are independent of the last three, and the

two independent sets of equations are identified as the transverse magnetic

(TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes, respectively.

Let us first consider the TM mode. Since the SPP is confined to the

interface, it can be written

Hy =


A1e

iβxe−κ̃1ze−iωt, z > 0

A2e
iβxeκ̃2ze−iωt, z < 0

(1.23)

where Re(κ̃1) > 0 and Re(κ̃2) > 0. Note that κ̃1 and κ̃2 are complex to

maintain generality, and Re(. . .) signifies the real part of a complex number.

By inserting Equation (1.23) into Equation (1.22b) and enforcing continuity

of Ey and Hx at z = 0, one finds that A1 = A2 and −A1κ̃1ε̃2 = A2κ̃2ε̃1,

respectively. Combining these results yields

κ̃1

κ̃2

= − ε̃1
ε̃2

(1.24)
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Since Re(κ̃1) > 0 and Re(κ̃2) > 0 for the electromagnetic wave to be bound

to the interface, it can be deduced from Equation (1.24) that Re(ε̃1) and

Re(ε̃2) must be of opposite sign. That is, for the wave to be confined to the

interface, one of the regions must be an insulator while the other is a metal.1

Furthermore, substituting Equation (1.23) into Equation (1.22a) yields the

relations

κ̃1
2 = β2 − k2

o ε̃1 (1.25a)

κ̃2
2 = β2 − k2

o ε̃2 (1.25b)

For most naturally occurring nonmagnetic materials µ̃ = 1. Combining this

assumption with Equation (1.24) yields an expression that, when solved for β,

describes the well known dispersion relation of the SPP’s and is given by

β = ko

√
ε̃1ε̃2
ε̃1 + ε̃2

(1.26)

Interestingly, the argument of the square root in Equation (1.26) has a similar

form to that of parallel resistances, and describes the effective permittivity

of the interface. As a final note, two important parameters in characterizing

SPP’s are the propagation length, L, and decay length, a, which are the char-

acteristic distances it takes the intensity of the SPP fields to decay along x-

and z-directions, respectively, and are given by

L = (2Im[β])−1 (1.27a)

a = (2Re[κ̃])−1 (1.27b)

1Note that this conclusion assumes Im(ε̃1) > 0 and Im(ε̃2) > 0, which is normally required
for physical solutions since Im(ε̃) < 0 would indicate amplification of the fields. Perhaps by
utilizing an amplifying medium, this requirement could be loosened.
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Let us now consider the TE mode. By using the analogous procedure as

for the TE mode, the following equations are realized,

κ̃1

κ̃2

= − µ̃1

µ̃2

(1.28a)

β = ko

√
µ̃1µ̃2(ε̃1µ̃2 − ε̃2µ̃1)

µ̃2
2 − µ̃1

2 (1.28b)

In most naturally occurring materials µ̃ > 0, which results in a contradiction

in Equation (1.28a) since Re(κ̃1) > 0 and Re(κ̃2) > 0 for confinement. There-

fore, under normal circumstances, it is impossible to excite a TE mode SPP.

However, by utilizing a material with Re(µ̃) < 0, an SPP confined to the in-

terface having a dispersion relation given by (1.28b) can be realized. Although

such a situation is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is possible via the use of

metamaterials [30].

SPP’s in the Terahertz and Visible Regimes

While the dispersion relation for SPP’s is given by Equation (1.26) for both

the visible and THz regimes, the characteristics of the SPP’s are dissimilar due

to large differences between the permittivities of metals in the two regimes.

As such, let us first consider visible SPP’s on an interface between silver (ε̃1)

and air (ε̃2 = 1), where data for ε̃1 is obtained from [14]. As shown in Figure

1.2 (a), a clear resonance is observed at a frequency denoted as the surface

plasmon frequency, ωSP , which occurs near the plasma frequency of the metal.

The light line in air, ko = ω/c, is also shown. In the THz regime, the frequency

of the radiation is much less than ωp and no resonance is observed, as can be

seen in Figure 1.2 (b). That is, β ≈ ko and Imβ << ko due to the high

permittivity of metals at THz frequencies precluding significant penetration of

the radiation into the metal (|ε̃1| ∼ 105 for ω/2π = 1 THz). Here, data for ε̃1
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Figure 1.2: (a) Plot of the frequency dependence of Re(β) (solid), Im(β)
(dashed), and the light line, ko (dotted). Panel (b) depicts Re(β)/ko and
the inset of (b) depicts Im(β)/ko. Panels (c) and (d) depict the frequency
dependence of L and a for the visible and THz regimes, respectively.
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is obtained using Drude model parameters from [13]. To directly compare the

primary differences between these two regimes, the decay length in air (a) and

propagation length (L) are depicted in Figure 1.2 (c) and (d) for the visible

and THz regimes, respectively. At visible frequencies a << λo (e.g. a ≈ 20 nm

for ω = ωSP ), and it is this localization of the radiation that motivates much

SPP research. A major limitation of these highly confined SPP’s, though, is

that L is very short (e.g. L ≈ 50 nm for ω = ωSP ). At THz frequencies, the

scenario is quite different because, while L is relatively large (e.g. L ∼ 1 m),

the SPP is not well confined (e.g. a ∼ 1 mm). In this regime, the SPP’s are

also known as Sommerfeld-Zenneck waves.

Due to the contrasting behaviours of SPP’s in each regime the suitable ap-

plications for each are quite different. While the localization of light at visible

frequencies shows promise in subwavelength electrical-optical devices [8], the

large propagation lengths at THz frequencies may be suitable for wave-guiding

[15]. Interestingly, it has been shown that by implementing a corrugated sur-

face, a metal can be described by an effective medium that has a plasma fre-

quency determined by the geometry [31]. By establishing an effective plasma

frequency in the THz regime, so-called “designer plasmons” at THz frequencies

can be realized [16].

1.3.4 Localized Surface Plasmons

Governing Relations

While SPP’s are propagating electromagnetic waves coupled to the interface

between a metal and dielectric material, localized surface plasmons are non-

propagating. These plasmon modes arise when sub-wavelength sized metallic

structures are coupled to an electromagnetic field. To formulate the theo-

retical background, the quasi-static approximation can be implemented if the
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amplitude and phase of the electric and magnetic fields are uniform across the

extent of the particle. While the external fields in the vicinity of the particle

are approximately uniform for a particle diameter d << λo, the uniformity of

the fields inside the particle is dependent on ε̃. For the amplitude of the inter-

nal fields to be uniform, d must be much smaller than the skin depth, 1/κ, and

similarly, for the phase of the internal fields to be uniform, d << 1/k. By in-

voking the ε̃-dependence of k and κ given by Equation (1.10), assuming µ = 1,

and defining a size parameter as x = πωd/2c, the quasi-static conditions can

be written as

4xIm
√
ε̃ << 1 (1.29a)

4xRe
√
ε̃ << 1 (1.29b)

In the visible regime, Equations (1.29a) and (1.29b) are satisfied, and as

such, at any instant in time the particle can be considered to be immersed in

an electrostatic field. As such, the spatial distribution of the electric potential,

Φ, can be determined via the Laplace equation, ∇2Φ = 0. Let us consider a

metallic sphere immersed in a static electric field, E = Eoẑ, as shown in Figure

1.3. The dielectric medium surrounding the sphere has a permittivity εd while

the sphere has a permittivity ε̃(ω). For such an arrangement, the general

solution to the Laplace equation can be shown to be [25]

Φ(r, θ) =
∞∑
l=0

[Alr
l +Blr

−(l+1)]Pl(cos θ) (1.30)

where Pl(cosθ) are Legendre Polynomials of order l, r is the distance from the

origin, and θ is the angle subtended from the positive z-axis. The coefficients

Al and Bl can be determined by implementing boundary conditions, which

are as follows: (1) the potential should be finite at r = 0; (2) the normal
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of a metallic sphere immersed in a static electric field
E.

component electric displacement should be continuous at r = d/2; (3) the

tangential component of the electric field should be continuous at r = d/2;

and (4) Φ = −Eoz = −Eor cos θ for r >> d/2. Enforcing the boundary

conditions yields expressions for the potential inside (Φin) and outside (Φout)

the sphere given by

Φin = − 3εd
ε̃+ 2εd

Eor cos θ (1.31a)

Φout = −Eor cos θ +
ε̃− εd
ε̃+ 2εd

Eo

(
d

2

)3
cos θ

r2
(1.31b)

Interestingly, the potential outside the sphere is the superposition of the po-

tential due to the applied field with that of a dipole, given that the potential

of a dipole has the form [25]

Φ =
1

4πεoεd

p cos θ

r2
(1.32)

where p is the dipole moment. As such, polarizability of the sphere, α, is
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obtained through the definition p = εoεdαEo to be

α = 4π

(
d

2

)3
ε̃− εd
ε̃+ 2εd

(1.33)

Since the frequency dependence of Equation (1.33) is incorporated via the

frequency dependence of ε̃(ω), it describes the plasmonic response of a sub-

wavelength particle in any frequency regime if Equations (1.29a) and (1.29b)

are satisfied. At visible frequencies ε̃ ∼ −1 + i [14], and Equations (1.29a)

and (1.29b) are satisfied for d < 10 nm. At THz frequencies ε̃ ≈ −104 + i104

[13], and Equations (1.29a) and (1.29b) are satisfied for d < 102 nm. Since

the wavelengths corresponding to THz frequencies are ∼ 300 µm and the skin

depth of metals in the THz regime are ∼ 100 nm [32], when d >> 100 nm

Equations (1.29a) and (1.29b) are not satisfied and the sub-wavelength particle

behaves as though it is perfectly conducting. To study the localized plasmons

in this unique regime, the same geometry as that shown in Figure 1.3 is con-

sidered for a perfectly conducting sphere. It should be noted that since it is

assumed that there are no fields present in the particle, the quasi-static condi-

tions described by Equations (1.29a) and (1.29b) are no longer applicable, and

the only required quasi-static condition is d << λo. It can easily be shown

that solving the Laplace equation for this geometry yields a potential given by

[25]

Φin = 0 (1.34a)

Φout = −Eor cos θ + Eo

(
d

2

)3
cos θ

r2
. (1.34b)

The field outside the sphere is a superposition of the applied electric field with

that of a dipole, where the polarizability is given by the frequency independent
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value

αTHz =
πd3

2
. (1.35)

It is interesting to note that by taking the limit of Equation (1.33) as ε̃ ap-

proaches infinity, an expression equivalent to that in Equation (1.35) is ob-

tained. Therefore, the dipolar response for a subwavelength particle in the

THz regime scales with the particle size in the same way as a subwavelength

particle in the visible regime.

The discussion thus far has been rooted in electrostatics. Time varying

fields can be described provided that the quasi-static approximation is appli-

cable, and that the dipolar response of the particle occurs over time scales

that are shorter than the time scales over which the electromagnetic fields

vary. The characteristic time it takes for charge to dissipate to the surface

of a conductor is on the order of the scattering time, τc [33], and for a good

conductor like copper τc ∼ 10−14 s [25]. These conditions are clearly satisfied

for a subwavelength particle in the THz regime, where fields vary over time

scales ∼ 1 ps. Therefore, when the particle is illuminated by a plane wave

described by E(t) = Eoe
−iωt, an oscillating dipole moment given by

p(t) = εoεdαTHzEoe
−iωt (1.36)

is induced in the particle [26], where αTHz is the polarizability given by Equa-

tion (1.35).

Localized Surface Plasmons in the Terahertz and Visible Regimes

It is evident that in Equation (1.33), if ε̃ = −2εd, the polarizability will become

extremely large. It turns out that this resonant response is observed in the

visible regime and, to illustrate this, |α(ω)| [Equation (1.33)] is depicted in
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Figure 1.4 for an Ag particle in air using experimentally obtained data for ε̃(ω)

[14]. Note that ε̃(ω) is not estimated using a Drude model fit, but in [14] it is

obtained direct from reflection and transmission measurements. The frequency

dependence of |α(ω)| is dictated by ε̃, and d only serves as a scaling factor.

Clearly a resonant region exists (region “A” in Figure 1.4), and accordingly,

at the resonant frequency the enhanced polarizability leads to high energy

confinement. Note that the slight dip in the polarizability (region “B” in

Figure 1.4) is due to the contribution of interband absorption to ε̃ [14]. The

resonant energy confinement manifests at a well defined frequency that can

be tuned by varying the particle size, which shows promise for a number of

applications including optical sensing and emission enhancement [26].

For localized surface plasmons at THz frequencies in particles with size

much larger than the skin depth, α is a constant value that depends only on

the size of the particles [Equation (1.35)], as portrayed in the inset of Figure

1.4. Clearly there is no resonance; however, the particles are indeed polarized

as can be inferred from the finite, non-zero value of α.

Another important distinction between localized plasmons in the visible

and THz regimes involves the roles of the displacement current, jd, and free

electron current, jF . The behaviour of these two types of currents is elucidated

by examining the wave equation for a metal under harmonic excitation:

∇2E = µoµ
∂

∂t
(jd + jF ) (1.37a)

jd = −iεεoωE (1.37b)

jF = σE (1.37c)

In the visible regime, |Re(ε̃)| > |Im(ε̃)| dictates that jd is the dominant current

term. However in the THz regime, where metals are often considered perfect
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Figure 1.4: Plot of the frequency dependence of |α| for a subwavelength Ag
sphere in the visible regime using experimental data for ε̃(ω) [14]. The inset
depicts |α| for a subwavelength Ag sphere in the THz regime.
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conductors due to the large values of σ, the free current dominates and the

transient response of a localized SPP is dictated primarily by the conduction

electrons.

Interestingly, the THz localized plasmons have been shown to couple very

efficiently in particles having diameters ∼ 100 µm, permitting the coherent

transport of THz radiation across random ensembles of densely packed sub-

wavelength metallic particles [17, 18]. It is noted that ballistic transport of

photons through the collection of particles is precluded by the absence of

straight line trajectories through the metallic particles. Rather, the dipo-

lar fields associated with the excited plasmon induce a plasmonic response in

neighboring particles, as shown in Figure 1.5. Since the free current dominates

Figure 1.5: Illustration of the near-field coupling of localized plasmon modes.

the transient localized plasmon response in the THz regime, the characteristics

of the THz radiation transmitted through dense ensembles of sub-wavelength

metallic particles is largely governed by the conductivity of the metal. As can

be seen from the Drude model [Equation (1.19)], the conductivity of metals

decreases with increasing frequency, and this results in a frequency-dependent

transmission that favors lower frequencies. It is important to note that this

regime of transport cannot be explained by the effective medium approxi-

mation (EMA). The EMA states that a medium consisting of a mixture of

subwavelength media can be described by an effective permittivity and con-
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ductivity that are given by an average of the intrinsic permittivities and con-

ductivities of the constituent materials [34]. The EMA formalism is developed

under the quasi-static assumptions given by Equations (1.29a) and (1.29b).

In the context of the coupling of localized plasmons in the THz regime, where

the skin depth is several orders of magnitude smaller than the particle size

(see above), these assumptions are not valid. While the EMA deals with the

internal fields of each element, THz plasmonic transport is mediated by the

near-field coupling of the external fields of each element.

1.3.5 Resistivity Modulation via Electron Spin-State

Ferromagnetic Metals

It has recently been shown that, in the context of plasmonic enhanced prop-

agation through random metallic media, the properties of the transmission

can be drastically altered by manipulating the intrinsic resistivity of a metal

via the application of an external magnetic field [22–24]. The physical ori-

gins of this type of phenomenon will be be discussed by first looking at the

microscopic properties of ferromagnetic metals.

In the absence of an external magnetic field, the ferromagnetic transition

metals (Fe, Ni, and Co) have a spontaneous magnetic moment due to a ten-

dency of the electron spins to align. The contrasting behaviour of the fer-

romagnetic transition metals and non-magnetic metals can be understood by

examining their band structure. The magnetic response of a material is dic-

tated by the outermost electron shells, which in the case of the ferromagnetic

transition metals are the 3d and 4s electrons. Shown in Figure 1.6 are the

density of states, D(E), for a typical non-magnetic metal and ferromagnetic

metal, where E is the energy. For the non-magnetic metal, the d band is full

because it lies entirely below the Fermi energy, EF . However, for the ferromag-
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Figure 1.6: Density of states for a typical (a) non-magnetic metal (b) fer-
romagnetic metal below the Curie temperature, and (c) ferromagnetic metal
above the Curie temperature. The shaded region represents filled states.

netic metal the 3d-band is split into two different sub-bands: one for spin-up

electrons and one for spin-down electrons. The energy for the two sub-bands

is different due to the quantum mechanical exchange interaction, which comes

about due to the overlap of the charge distributions of neighboring atoms [27]

(i.e. the neighboring electrons couple, and the preferred spin-orientation has

less energy). The 3d sub-bands are only partially filled and, accordingly, the

surplus of electrons in one spin-orientation results in a residual magnetiza-

tion that exists even without the presence of an external magnetic field. At

temperatures above the so-called “Curie temperature”, the thermal motion

of the electrons overcomes the effects of the exchange energy and the metal

behaves paramagnetically, as illustrated by Figure 1.6 (c). A bulk piece of

ferromagnetic material is composed of ferromagnetic domains that each have

a saturated magnetization. The magnetization direction of neighboring do-

mains are not necessarily parallel, and in the presence of an external magnetic

field, H, a demagnetized bulk piece of ferromagnetic material is magnetized

through two processes. At low magnetic field strengths the domains that favor

the magnetic field direction increase in size while those aligned unfavorably de-

crease in size, which corresponds to region A of the grey curve in Figure 1.7.

In strong field strengths the magnetization of entire domains rotate to lie par-
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Figure 1.7: Magnetization curve for a ferromagnetic metal. The grey curve
corresponds to the magnetization of a demagnetized ferromagnet (i.e. ran-
domly oriented domains), and the black curve corresponds to a ferromagnet
that has been magnetized.

allel to the field, which corresponds to region B of the grey curve in Figure

1.7. This process is irreversible, since it would require energy for the domains

to revert to their initial disordered state after H is removed. Accordingly,

after the initial magnetization of the ferromagnetic metal, the magnetization

follows an approximately rectangular hysteresis curve for subsequent cycling

of H, which corresponds to the black curve in Figure 1.7.

With a basic understanding of the physics of ferromagnetic materials estab-

lished, it is now possible to discuss magnetoresistance. In ferromagnetic metals

the resistivity, ρ, depends on the application of an external magnetic field, B,

through the relation ρ(B) = ρ0 +ρLorentz(B)+ρAMR(B), where ρ0 is the back-

ground resistivity, ρLorentz(B) is the contribution from Lorentz force that is

present in all metals, and ρAMR(B) is the contribution from the anisotropic

magnetoresistance phenomenon that is only observable in ferromagnetic met-

als. ρ0 arises due to conduction electrons scattering from thermal phonons or

impurities. At low temperatures the effect of phonons is precluded and the

resistivity is dictated by scattering from impurity atoms and imperfections in

the lattice. At higher temperatures (e.g. room temperature), the change in

momentum of the conduction electrons when they scatter from phonons domi-
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nantly dictates the resistivity. This behaviour is encapsulated by Matthiessen’s

rule, which states that the non-magnetic resistivity of a metal is given by

ρ0 = ρi + ρT (T ), where ρi is the resistivity caused by scattering from impu-

rities/defects and ρT (T ) is the temperature-dependent resistivity caused by

scattering from phonons [27].

ρLorentz(B) arises due to the magnetic induced force on the conduction elec-

trons, FB = e(v×B), where B is the magnetic field and v is the conduction

electron velocity. To identify how this force results in a resistivity modulation,

let us first consider the configuration where B is aligned perpendicular to the

electric field, Ecurrent, that is driving the current. When B is turned on, FB

is initially perpendicular to Ecurrent. However, as the electron displacement

curves slightly due to FB, the direction of FB will shift such that a component

will be antiparallel to Ecurrent, which manifests as an additional resistivity

component. Conversely, when B is parallel to Ecurrent, FB = 0 and no addi-

tional resistivity is realized. It should be noted that if the radius of curvature

of the conduction electrons (due to Lorentz force) is greater than the mean

free path, the effect will be diminished by scattering.

Anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) can be explained via the 4s and 3d

energy band characteristics. Since both the 3d and 4s bands are not completely

filled, they both can contribute conduction electrons. However, the 3d band

has a larger density of states over a much narrower energy range compared

to the 4s electrons, which suggests that the 3d electrons are more confined

near the atom nucleus compared to the 4s electrons. As such, scattering of 4s

conduction electrons into empty 3d-states account for a significant portion of

the resistance. Due to coupling between the electron spin state with the elec-

tron orbital motion (spin-orbit coupling), the energy of the d-states depends

on the spin direction (i.e. magnetization direction or direction of B). Here,
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electron orbitals perpendicular to the spin direction are more energetically fa-

vored compared to orbitals parallel to the spin direction. For the ferromagnetic

transition metals, this direction dependence manifests as a higher scattering

cross-section for transitions into the d-band for conduction electrons moving

parallel to B compared to when moving perpendicular to B [35]. Accordingly,

the resistivity for the current density parallel to the magnetization direction,

ρ||, differs from the resistivity for current density perpendicular to the mag-

netization direction, ρ⊥. The electric field, E, associated with the current, j,

in a conductor is governed by Ohm’s Law, E = ρj, where ρ is the resistivity.

In the case of AMR, where the resistivity depends on the current direction,

Ohm’s Law manifests as [35]

EAMR = ûρ⊥ |j| cos ξ + v̂ρ|| |j| sin ξ (1.38)

where EAMR is the electric field associated with the AMR contribution to the

resistivity, ξ is the angle between the magnetization and the current direction, j

is the current density, û is a unit vector parallel to the magnetization direction,

and v̂ is a unit vector perpendicular to the magnetization direction. It follows

directly from Equation (1.38) that the amplitude of the electric field is given

by

|EAMR| =
√
ρ2
⊥ cos2 ξ + ρ2

|| sin
2 ξ |j|

≡ ρAMR |j| , (1.39)

where ρAMR is the net resistivity due to AMR. By defining ∆ρ = ρ⊥ − ρ||,

ρAMR can be written as

ρAMR =
√
ρ2
⊥ + 2ρ⊥∆ρ cos2 ξ + ∆ρ2 cos2 ξ (1.40)
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In general ∆ρ <<
{
ρ⊥, ρ||

}
[35], and therefore, the term that is second order

in ∆ρ can be ignored. By implementing a binomial approximation one obtains

ρAMR = ρ⊥ + ∆ρ cos2 ξ. (1.41)

Spin Injection

Spin injection, which is performed by driving a current from a ferromagnetic

metal into a non-magnetic metal, constitutes another form of electron-spin

based resistivity modulation. After the spin-polarized electrons are injected

into the metal, they will undergo spin-flip scattering events after a character-

istic “spin relaxation time”, τs. In light of this, the characteristic distance the

electron will diffuse before spin-relaxation events occur (i.e. the spin diffusion

length) is

λs =
√
Dτs (1.42)

where D is the electron diffusion constant. In a simple model, any scattering

event should have a small probability, a, of flipping the spin of an electron.

Thus, for a scattering time of τ in the conductor, the spin-flip probability is

a = τ/τs (1.43)

The next step in the development of the theory is to examine the effect of spin

accumulation on the electric current passing from the ferromagnetic metal to

the non-magnetic metal. Consider Figure 1.8 (a), which depicts a hybridized s-

d band for an idealized ferromagnetic transition metal. Here, the Fermi surface

is only in the ↓-spin sub-band, and the current passing from the ferromagnetic

layer to the non-magnetic layer consists only of ↓-spin electrons. To account for

the behavior of real ferromagnets, where the Fermi surface lies partly in the ↑-
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Figure 1.8: Band structure for hybridized s-d band for ferromagnetic metals
with (a) a full sub-band and (b) a near full ↑-spin sub-band. Panel (c) depicts
the change in band occupancy caused by an applied current through the ferro-
magnet and non-magnetic interface. The faded background images show the
band structure before the current, IM , is turned on, and the vertical shift in
the overall band structure after the current is turned on is a result of the po-
tential difference that is required to generate the current. The spin-polarized
current generates a magnetization, M , in the ferromagnetic metal.
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spin sub-band [Figure 1.8 (b)], an efficiency coefficient η = (j↓−j↑)/(j↓+j↑) <

1 is introduced, where j↑ and j↓ are the current densities of the ↑- and ↓-spin

current channels, respectively. With the definition of the efficiency established,

the corresponding injected magnetization current is

Im =
ηβIe
e

(1.44)

where Ie is the electric current, β is the Bohr magneton, ηβ is the magnetiza-

tion transported, and e = 1.6× 10−19 C is the electron charge [36]. Thus, over

a distance, d < λs, from the interface, and also considering that the random

scattering of electron spins occurs at a rate of 1/τs, the spin-polarized current

builds up a non-equilibrium magnetization,

M =
Imτs
Ad

(1.45)

where A is the cross-sectional area. Accordingly, this increase of carriers in

the ↓-spin band of the non-magnetic metal causes a decrease in the occupation

of ↑-spin carriers such that charge neutrality is conserved [Figure 1.8 (c)].

This increase of ↓-spin sub-band occupation has the added effect of causing

the chemical potential of the ferromagnet to rise and align with that of the

non-magnetic metal to prevent the reverse flow of spins into the ferromagnet.

Since the spin and charge are both associated with the same carrier, this

thermodynamic force associated with M can alternatively be viewed as an

interfacial impedance, Zs, which stems from the non-equilibrium accumulation

of spin in the non-magnetic metal, or, a “spin bottleneck” [36]. The change

in chemical potential has been derived to be eVs = ηβM/χ, where χ is the

susceptibility [37, 38]. Finally, by using the above equations and a free electron
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model for χ, the interface resistance can be written as

Zs =
Vs
Ie

=
η2ρPλ

2
s

Ad
, d < λs (1.46)

where ρP is the resistivity of the non-magnetic metal [9]. Additionally, for

non-magnetic metal thicknesses greater than λs, the d-dependence of M can

be written as M ∝ e−d/λs due to the spin-relaxation processes that begin to

dominate [36]. Thus, a valid approximation is that the interfacial impedance

is entirely dominated by spin accumulation within λs (i.e. d = λs in Equation

(1.46)), and Zs becomes

Zs =
η2ρPλs
A

, d < λs (1.47)

Giant Magnetoresistance

The basic geometry of a structure that can exhibit giant magnetoresistance

(GMR) is shown in Figure 1.9, where a non-magnetic (N) metal is placed

between two ferromagnetic (F) metals. For simplicity, it will be assumed that

the same F metal is used on each side of the N metal. For the GMR effect

to be observed, the thickness of the N-layer should be thinner than λs, which

permits the assumption that the conduction electrons retain their initial spin-

states after traveling through the N-layer. Here the current passing through

the device is assumed to consist of two channels: one composed of ↑-spin

electrons and the other composed of ↓-spin electrons. The resistance perceived

by the current when the spin-orientation is parallel to the magnetization of

the ferromagnetic layer is denoted as R1 while the resistance when the spin-

orientation is antiparallel to the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer is

denoted as R2. As discussed earlier, the resistivity in a ferromagnetic metal
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of a GMR structure consisting of ferromagnetic (F)
and non-magnetic (N) layers, where the magnetizations of the two F layers
are (a) parallel and (b) antiparallel. The resistance perceived by the ↑-spin
and ↓-spin current channels is shown in panel (c) for the parallel configuration
and panel (d) for the antiparallel configuration. R1 and R2 are the resistances
when the spin-orientation is parallel and antiparallel to the magnetization
of the ferromagnetic layer, respectively, and Ro represents the non-magnetic
resistance.
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is predominantly dictated by scattering of the 4s conduction electrons into

the 3d states. However, as shown in Figure 1.6, the 3d sub-band consisting

of electrons with spin-orientation parallel to the metal magnetization is full,

precluding the scattering of 4s electrons into it. Therefore it can be written

R1 < R2. (1.48)

The total resistance of the device depends on the relative magnetization

directions of the F1 and F2. Let us first consider the configuration when the

two magnetizations are parallel, as shown in Figure 1.9(a). Here, the ↑-spin

electrons are parallel to the magnetization in both ferromagnetic metals, while

the ↓-spin electrons are antiparallel in both. The resulting resistance for the

two current channels are R↑ = 2R1 and R↓ = 2R2, as depicted in Figure 1.9(c).

Thus, the net resistance is

RP =
R↑R↓
R↑ +R↓

=
2R1R2

R1 +R2

(1.49)

Note that any non-magnetic resistance, Ro, that does not depend on the mag-

netization of the ferromagnetic layers would simply manifest as an additional

resistor connected to RP in series, as shown in Figure 1.9(c). Now consider

the antiparallel configuration, where the magnetizations of F1 and F2 are in

opposite directions, as shown in Figure 1.9 (b). Here, the resistances for the

↑-spin and ↓-spin channels are R↑ = R1 +R2 and R↓ = R2 +R1, respectively,

as depicted in Figure 1.9(d). As such, the net resistance is given by

RAP =
R1 +R2

2
(1.50)
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For any situation where R1 6= R2, it can be easily proven that RAP > RP .2

Therefore, by controlling the relative spin states of the F layers, the resistance

of the structure can be modulated.

There are three primary methods that can be used to control the relative

orientations of the two F layers. The first method is to use an N layer thick-

ness such that the two F layers couple antiferromagnetically via the so-called

Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interlayer exchange coupling. The

basic principles behind RKKY coupling are as follows [27, 29]. In a ferromag-

netic metal, the spin-orientations of the conduction electrons are magnetized

in the vicinity of the magnetic ions. This magnetization has a damped oscilla-

tory spatial dependence, and can induce a magnetization in a second magnetic

ion. As such, the magnetic ions of the two F layers couple via the conduction

electrons, and will align either parallel or antiparallel depending on the dis-

tance between the two layers. Also note that the thickness of the N layer must

be less than the mean free path of the conduction electrons for significant

coupling to occur. For a useful GMR device, the thickness must be chosen

such that the layers couple antiferromagnetically, and thus, the F layers are

antiparallel when there is no external magnetic field, B, applied. Applying a

sufficiently strong B-field to the device causes the magnetization of both lay-

ers to align with the magnetic field, and thus be parallel. While this method

typically yields high magnetoresistance, it is limited by the large B required

to overcome the antiferromagnetic coupling.

A second approach to realize GMR is through exchange-biased spin-valves,

which have the geometry shown in Figure 1.10(a). F is a ferromagnetic “free

layer”, N is a non-magnetic layer, PL is a ferromagnetic “pinned layer”, and

2Comparing Equations (1.49) and (1.50) reveals that RAP > RP if R2
1 + R2

2 > 2R1R2.
Converting both sides of the latter relation to cylindrical coordinates then reveals that
R2

1 +R2
2 > 2R1R2 for all R1 6= R2.
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AF is an antiferromagnetic layer. The magnetization of the PL layer is pinned

along a fixed direction due to an exchange bias interaction between the PL

layer and AF layer. Contrary to ferromagnetic materials, in an antiferromag-

net the net spins of neighboring ions are ordered antiparallel to each other,

and the net magnetic moment of the bulk material is zero. For typical field

strengths (i.e. those used in spin valves), a small number of the spins align

with the magnetic field and the magnetization curve is linear, as shown in

Figure 1.10(b). Typically the magnetization of the antiferromagnetic layer is

negligible compared to the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layers in spin

valves. For extremely large magnetic field strengths, the magnetization of an

antiferromagnet saturates as fewer spins are available to become aligned with

the magnetic field. At the surface of an antiferromagnet there are ions that

have uncompensated spins, and in contrast to the bulk of the antiferromag-

net, the net surface magnetization is non-zero. Moreover, a portion of the

uncompensated spins are coupled with spins in the bulk of the antiferromag-

net, and are therefore pinned along a fixed direction. When in contact with

a ferromagnetic layer, there is parallel coupling between these uncompensated

interfacial spins and the ferromagnetic spins, and the magnetization of the

ferromagnetic layer becomes pinned [39]. Reversal of the magnetization of the

F layer requires additional energy to form a domain wall at the surface of the

AF layer [40], which results in a shift of the magnetization curve by an amount

denoted by HB. As shown in Figure 1.10(c), for a large enough HB, the mag-

netization of the PL will always revert back to a remanent magnetization after

the external field, H, is removed. The N layer in the spin valve serves as a

spacer layer to minimize the coupling between the PL and F layers, and the

unpinned F layer (i.e. free layer) has the magnetization curve shown in Figure

1.10(d). Accordingly, as H is cycled the assymetric magnetoresistance curve
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Figure 1.10: (a) Schematic of an exchange biased spin valve, which consists
of an antiferromagnetic layer (AF), ferromagnetic pinned layer (PL), non-
magnetic layer (N), and ferromagnetic free layer (F). Panel (b) depicts the
magnetization curve of an antiferromagnet. Panel (c) depicts how an exchange
bias at the AF/PL interface results in a shift of the PL magnetization curve by
HB. Panel (d) depicts the magnetization curve for the F layer and panel (e)
depicts the magnetoresistance curve for the exchange biased spin valve, where
the grey and black arrows represent the magnetization directions of the F and
PL layers, respectively.
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shown in Figure 1.10(e) is realized, where the parallel and antiparallel states

correspond to low and high resistance of the device, respectively.

A further approach to implement GMR is pseudo spin valves, which do

not make use of an antiferromagnetic layer, as shown in Figure 1.11(a). Here

the two F layers (F1 and F2) are two dissimilar metals that have different

coercivities given by Hc1 and Hc2 (Hc1 < Hc2), as can be discerned from the

magnetization curves for F1 and F2 depicted in Figures 1.11(b) and 1.11(c),

respectively. When Hc1 < H < Hc2, only the F1 layer is magnetized, and

increasing the field such that H > {Hc2, Hc1} results in both the F1 and F2

layers being magnetized. Contrary to exchange biased spin valves, this device

architecture yields a symmetric magnetoresistance curve, as shown in Figure

1.11(d).

The ability to actively control the resistance via the application of an ex-

ternal magnetic field makes spin valves attractive for electronics applications.

The most common use of spin valves is in hard drive read heads, where they

are used to detect the magnetization of the bits on the hard drive disk. A

generalized depiction of a read head is depicted in Figure 1.12(a). Here, the

magnetic field of the bit, Hbit, dictates the magnetization of the sensor layer,

which is the free layer in an exchange biased spin valve or the layer with lower

coercivity in a pseudo spin valve. The device is designed such that Hbit is not

large enough to influence the magnetization of the reference layer, and thus,

the magnetization direction of the bit dictates whether the spin valve is in a

high or low resistance state. A current, Iread, passing through the spin valve

is modulated by the magnetoresistance, and can therefore transport the bit

information to other areas of a device. Another application of spin valves is

magnetic memory, as depicted in Figure 1.12(b). This device is similar to the

read head, except a stationary write line is used to control the magnetization
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Figure 1.11: (a) Schematic of an pseudo spin valve, which consists of two
ferromagnetic layers (F1 and F2) with different coercivities and a non-magnetic
layer (N). Panels (b) and (c) depict the magnetization curves for the F1 and
F2 layers, respectively. Panel (d) depicts the magnetoresistance curve for the
pseudo spin valve, where the grey and black arrows represent the magnetization
directions of the F1 and F2 layers, respectively.
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Figure 1.12: (a) Schematic of a magnetic read head, where a current, Iread,
passing through the spin valve is used to probe the state of bits in a magnetic
storage medium. Hbit is the magnetic field corresponding to a bit. Panel (b)
depicts a magnetic memory cell, where the state of the spin valve is controlled
by the magnetic field, Hwrite, generated by a current, Iwrite, passed through a
write line.
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of the sensor layer rather than bits in a magnetic storage medium. By revers-

ing the direction of the current in the write line, Iwrite, the polarity of the

associated magnetic field, Hwrite, is reversed. Accordingly, the spin valve is set

to either a low or high resistance state by controlling the current direction in

the write line, and the state is probed using Iread.

For the spin valves discussed thus far (i.e. GMR based spin valves) the

current passes through the entire device, as shown in Figure 1.13(a), and the

magnetic dependent operation originates from local spin-scattering of conduc-

tion electrons. A class of spin valves that operate under a different physical

basis are non-local spin valves (NLSV’s) [36, 41–43], which have the geom-

etry shown in Figure 1.13(b), where it can be seen that they consist of a

non-magnetic channel (N) connecting two ferromagnetic regions (F1 and F2).

Contrary to GMR based spin valves where the non-magnetic layer is several

nanometers thick, the non-magnetic portion of NLSV’s is more akin to a wire,

which can be as long as ∼ 102 nm. NLSV’s function due to spin-accumulation

at the ferromagnetic/non-magnetic interfaces, and the principles of its opera-

tion can be deduced from the band structures of the layers, which are shown

in the lower half of Figure 1.13(b). In a NLSV, a current is passed through

F1 and N, and the voltage, V , between F2 and N depends on the relative

magnetizations of F1 and F2. When the current is passed from F1 to N, a

non-equilibrium magnetization is built up due spin accumulation, as discussed

in the previous Section [Equation (1.45)]. While the current only flows in one

direction away from N, the spins diffuse in both directions [41], and F2 serves

as a detector to probe the spin accumulation. When the magnetization of F2

is parallel to the magnetization of F1, the Fermi level in F2 aligns with the

upper Fermi level in N and the voltage is high. In the antiparallel configu-

ration, the Fermi level in F2 aligns with the lower Fermi level in N and the
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Figure 1.13: (a) Simplified schematic of a GMR based spin valve, where the
current is passed through the entire device and the voltage across the device is
probed. The upper portion of (b) depicts a non-local spin valve (NLSV), where
the current passes through only one ferromagnetic layer (F1), and the voltage
between the non-magnetic channel (N) and the other ferromagnetic layer (F2)
is probed. The lower portion of (b) depicts the band structure characteristics
of the different regions of the NLSV. Im is the magnetization current injected
from F1 to N, and Vs is the difference between the Fermi levels in F2 for the
parallel and antiparallel states.
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voltage is low. Since the resistance is given by R = V/Iprobe, where Iprobe is the

current passed through F2, it is apparent that the parallel configuration leads

to a high resistance state while the antiparallel configuration leads to a high

resistance state. Interestingly, this behaviour is opposite to that observed in

GRM based spin valves.
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2.1 Motivation

Over the past decade, terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) has

become a standard technique for investigations into the interactions between

electromagnetic radiation and matter [1]. The appeal of THz-TDS stems from

several favorable attributes, including the ability to temporally map a THz

electric field waveform with sub-picosecond resolution, the large bandwidth

of THz pulses, and the ease to create structures with feature sizes compa-

rable to or smaller than the wavelength (300 µm at 1 THz). Accordingly,

THz-TDS has been implemented in numerous applications, including opti-

cal parameter measurements [2, 3], plasmonics [4, 5], and metamaterials [6, 7].

Moreover, THz-TDS detection techniques are sensitive to the polarization and,

with proper implementation, permit the complete characterization of the po-

larization state of the measured THz signals without the need of additional

optical components [8, 9]. As such, THz-TDS has been implemented to study

various polarization dependent phenomena, such as chirality [10] and birefrin-

gence [11]. In addition to the aforementioned academic interest in THz-TDS,

the technology is finding application in next generation imaging modalities

due to the large penetration depth of THz radiation and the ability to use

commonly available optical components to direct it [12].

A simplified schematic highlighting the sample interaction portion of an

on-axis THz-TDS system is portrayed in Fig. 2.1, where a set of parabolic

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a typical THz-TDS system, where 4 parabolic mirrors
control the propagation of the radiation.
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mirrors collimate then refocuses the radiation onto the sample, and a second

set of parabolic mirrors focus the radiation onto the detector for measure-

ment. Since a portion of the THz artificial materials investigated in this thesis

have angular dependent operation, such a static configuration is not desir-

able. Rather, a THz-TDS system capable of detecting radiation scattered

in arbitrary directions is desired. The realization of this goal is non-trivial,

though, as evidenced by the small number of reported systems demonstrating

such capabilities. Perhaps the most straight forward solution is to mount the

components located after the radiation interacts with the sample on an arm

that can be rotated, as demonstrated in [13] and [14]. The limitation of such

an approach is that the parabolic mirrors used to direct the THz radiation

require a significant amount of space, precluding access to the detection po-

sitions where the parabolic mirrors would obstruct each other. Moreover, the

detection modality utilized in [13] and [14] is photoconductive (PC) detection

as opposed to electro-optic (EO) detection. The latter detection scheme has

several advantages over the former, which will be discussed in the following

section. As such, before the completion of the work presented in this thesis,

no THz-TDS system providing access to the full range of positions around the

sample had been revealed. Accordingly, this chapter introduces a new THz-

TDS system with such capabilities and provides experimental results that

verify its functionality.1

2.2 Generation and Detection of Terahertz Pulses

The realization of a THz-TDS system involves the combination of three pri-

mary building blocks: THz generation, interaction with the sample, and mea-

1The results of this Chapter have been published in Measurement Science and Technology,
“A 360◦ angularly ranging time-domain terahertz spectroscopy system,” vol. 19, 065602,
2008.
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surement of the scattered or transmitted THz radiation. For THz radiation

generation, the most widely implemented method is the excitation of a PC

emitter with ultrashort optical “pump” pulses [1]. A typical PC-emitter con-

sists of a pair coplanar transmission lines fabricated on a semi-insulating (SI)

GaAs, as shown in Figure 2.2(a). A DC bias, VB, is applied to the transmis-

sion lines, which establishes an electric field, EB, between them. Due to the

high dark resistivity of SI-GaAs (∼ 107Ω cm [15]), current does not flow and

the bias is maintained at its nominal value. When the pump pulse is incident

on the PC gap, electrons and holes are liberated from the valence band into

the conduction band and are quickly accelerated by EB. Thus, this burst of

electron acceleration results in the emission of THz radiation. Using a typical

pump fluence and DC bias, a dual lobe THz pulse akin to the one depicted in

Figure 2.2(a) and having a typical duration ∼ 1 ps is generated. The band-

width for such pulses is typically ∼ 1 THz. The initial positive lobe results

from the initial acceleration of the electrons and holes. However, the space-

charge distribution that results from the movement of the electrons and holes

leads to the creation of an associated electric field, Echarge, that is in the oppo-

site polarity to EB, which reduces the photo-induced current. The deceleration

of electrons and holes associated with this is the mechanism responsible for

the negative lobe in the THz pulse [16]. At low pump pulse powers and low

EB the THz emission strength scales with the pump power and VB; however,

the possible emission strengths are limited by saturation for high pump pulse

powers [17] and the breakdown of the semiconductor via avalanche across the

photoconductive gap with extremely high biasing fields.

In order to measure the THz radiation, femtosecond “probe” pulses are

utilized to sample the electric field strength of the THz pulses. Since the

duration of the probe pulses (∼ 10−20 fs) are three orders of magnitude shorter
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Figure 2.2: (a) An illustration of the generation of freely propagating THz
pulses via the illumination of a PC gap with above band gap radiation. The
ultrashort optical pulse excites electrons and holes into the conduction band,
which are accelerated by the bias electric field, EB, and radiate THz electric
field into the far-field. Panel (b) depicts the coordinate geometry for EO
detection, where the polarizations of the THz and probe pulses are at angles of
ϕ and β with respect to the azimuthal orientation of the 〈111〉 ZnSe EO crystal.
The propagation direction of the THz and probe pulses are perpendicular to
the page.
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than the THz pulses, they provide effectively instantaneous measurements of

the THz electric field. As such, the entire THz pulse is characterized by using

a delay line to vary the position of the probe pulses relative to the THz pulses.

There are two methods that are commonly used to implement the sampling:

PC detection and EO detection. PC detection is essentially the inverse of PC

emission. Here, the PC gap is not externally biased; rather, the THz electric

field serves as the bias field. As such, when photo-carriers are excited into

the conduction band by the probe pulse, they are accelerated by the THz

electric field. The corresponding current, which is proportional to the THz

electric field strength, is then measured using a low-noise current amplifier.

PC semiconductor materials having very short carrier lifetimes are typically

utilized to maximize the temporal resolution.

In EO detection, the THz pulse and optical probe pulse co-propagate in

an EO crystal. Here, the THz electric field modulates the index ellipsoid of

the EO crystal via the Pockels effect. This THz induced birefringence results

in a polarization rotation of the probe pulse polarization. To measure this,

a quarter-wave plate converts the probe pulse to a circular polarization, and

a Wollaston prism converts the probe pulse into two separate, orthogonally

polarized signals. Finally, balanced diode detectors measure the difference

in intensity, ∆P , between the two orthogonally polarized pulses, where the

differential intensity is proportional to the THz electric field. Because this

technique is non-resonant, the temporal resolution is limited only by the length

of the probe pulse (∼ 10 fs). Since the non-linear response of materials is

highly dependent on the orientation of the electromagnetic fields with the

crystal axes, ∆P is dependent on the probe pulse polarization and THz electric

field polarization relative to the EO crystal orientation. EO crystals that are

commonly utilized for THz detection are ZnTe and ZnSe due to reasonably
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high nonlinear EO coefficients and low velocity mismatch between the THz

pulse and optical probe pulse. For the work presented in this thesis, a 〈111〉

ZnSe crystal is utilized, which has ∆P given by [18]

∆P ∝ ETHz sin(2β + ϕ) (2.1)

where ETHz is the amplitude of the THz electric field, β is the polarization

angle of the probe pulse with respect to the azimuthal EO crystal orientation,

and ϕ is the polarization angle of the THz electric field with respect to the

azimuthal EO crystal orientation [Figure 2.2(b)]. Typically the probe pulse

polarization is aligned parallel to the THz electric field polarization, yielding

a sin(3ϕ) dependence in Equation (2.1). As such, perpendicular polarization

states of the THz radiation can be measured by re-orienting the EO crystal

by 30◦. This ease of polarization sensitivity constitutes an advantage of EO

detection over PC detection. In PC detection the perpendicular polarization

can be measured by rotating the PC gap by 90◦; however, this is technically

challenging due to the sensitive alignment requirements of PC detection.

2.3 System Specifications

Design schematics of the THz-TDS system implemented in the thesis work are

depicted in Figure 2.3. To prevent the detection components from interfering

with the generation of THz pulses for detection angles spanning 360◦, the

detection portion of the system is positioned on a rotatable platform 152 mm

directly above the generation portion. A periscope mirror arrangement directs

the THz radiation scattered from the sample to the upper platform. Since the

sample is positioned on the axis of rotation of the upper platform, the detection

portion of the system is free to rotate around the sample without compromising
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Figure 2.3: (a) A three-dimensional representation of the THz spectroscopy
system. Panel (b) depicts the location of the mirror, MC, which directs the
scattered THz radiation to the detection optics, and the location of an optional
aperture, AP, which can be adjusted to vary the angular resolution of the sys-
tem. A 2D representation of the THz spectroscopy system is shown in panels
(c) and (d). The platform depicted in panel (b) is located 152 mm above
the platform depicted in panel (a). PC-GaAs is a semi-insulated GaAs pho-
toconductive switch, MC and MP are planar mirrors, PM1PM4 are parabolic
mirrors, OBJ is a microscope objective, L1 and L2 are biconvex lenses, LP is
a linear polarizer, QWP is a quarter-wave plate, WP is a Wollaston prism and
D are balanced diode detectors. The upper platform is free to be rotated to
any angle, θ, from the on-axis detection position.
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neither temporal synchronization nor spatial alignment of the THz pulses.

The rotatable platform is constructed from a 13 mm thick, 381 mm diameter

aluminum circular plate that is mounted on a 406 mm wide square support

structure using complimentary L-shaped bevels [Figure 2.3(a,b)]. A thin layer

of Teflon is located between the platform and support structure to permit

smooth rotation, and the well-fitting bevels result in negligible translational

movement.

THz electromagnetic pulses are generated by focusing 12 fs, 800 nm pump

pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser onto a semi-insulated GaAs photoconductive

switch (PC-GaAs) using a 10:1 objective (OBJ) with a numerical aperture

of 0.30. The emitted THz radiation has a linear polarization direction that

can be adjusted via rotation of the photoconductive switch and, for the ex-

perimental realization utilized here, the polarization is aligned parallel to the

lower platform. A parabolic mirror (PM1; Janos Technology part A8037-295)

having a diameter and focal length of 50 mm collimates the THz radiation

emitted from the PC-GaAs THz source and directs it towards 50 mm diame-

ter parabolic mirror (PM2; Janos Technology part A8037-206) having a focal

length of 152 mm. The focal length of PM1 is relatively short to maximize its

acceptance angle which, in turn, enhances the total pulse energy. PM2 focuses

the THz pulses onto the sample, which is positioned on the axis of rotation

of the upper platform so that radiation that is scattered from the sample at

any angle will travel the same distance before reaching the subsequent mirror,

MC. MC is a planar, 25.4 mm diameter mirror that collects the THz radiation

scattered from or transmitted through the sample. Since it is attached to the

rotatable platform, it can be positioned to any angle, θ, around the sample,

where θ = 0◦ corresponds to on-axis detection, as shown in Figure 2.3(c). To

ensure that alignment is maintained for all detection angles, all of the subse-
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quent optical components must rotate with MC and, as such, are located on

the rotatable platform.

While MC can effectively collect the radiation scattered to most angles, it is

clear from Figure 2.3(c) that for the measurement of back-scattered radiation

(i.e. θ = 180◦), MC would block the incident radiation. As such, in this

situation MC is replaced with a beam splitter which allows a portion of the

incident radiation to pass through. However, this type of configuration results

in the loss of at least 75% of the signal strength compared to when MC is used.

The interchanging of MC and the beam splitter is performed by mounting each

onto top plates of a switchable magnetic kinematic base (Thorlabs part# SB1),

and having a bottom plate that remains fixed on the underside of the rotatable

platform. The top and bottom plates are fastened together magnetically, and

allow for exact replacement of either element.

Since mirror PM2 focuses the THz radiation onto the sample, the radia-

tion is diverging after leaving MC and, accordingly, is collimated once again

by PM3, a 152 mm focal length parabolic mirror identical to PM2. A 76 mm

diameter hole followed by a variable aperture (AP) allows the radiation col-

lected by MC to pass through the rotatable platform and reach PM3. MC is

located 52 mm from the sample and 100 mm below PM3, and AP is located

66 mm below PM3. AP is present to grant control over the angular resolution

of the system since it limits the solid angle subtended by the diverging THz

radiation propagates away from the sample. AP diameters ranging from 3

mm to 23 mm correspond to angular resolutions ranging from 2◦ to 15◦, and

complete removal of AP causes the solid angle to be constrained by PM3,2

yielding an angular resolution of 19◦. It is critical to note that improving the

angular resolution via AP results in a concomitant decrease in the amplitude

2The solid angle is not constrained by MC due to the relatively small transverse size of
the THz beam at its location, which can be inferred through ray tracing.
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of measured signals, and the trade-off between resolution and signal strength

must be considered. After being collimated by PM3, the THz radiation is

focused onto a 1 mm thick 〈111〉 ZnSe EO crystal by a 50 mm focal length

parabolic mirror, PM4.

To electro-optically sample the THz radiation, 12 fs duration, 800 nm probe

pulses must be aligned to co-propagate with the THz pulse in the EO crystal

which, given that the EO crystal moves with the rotatable platform, is non-

trivial. To ensure that the optical path length (i.e. temporal synchronization

of the probe pulses with the THz pulses in the EO crystal) and the spatial

alignment of the probe pulses are consistent for all θ, they are directed to the

rotatable platform from above along the platform’s axis of rotation. A planar

mirror, MP, directs the probe pulses such that they propagate parallel to the ro-

tatable platform. To avoid rotation of the polarization of the probe pulse when

rotating the platform to various θ, the probe pulses are circularly polarized

using a quarter-wave plate before contact with MP. Immediately after contact

with MP, the probe pulses pass through a linear polarizer, LP, to extract a

linear polarization. Such precautions are required due to the dependence of

the EO response on the probe polarization [Equation (2.1)]. Therefore, by

using this prescribed configuration, the optical path length, alignment, and

polarization of the probe pulses are consistent relative to the optics located on

the rotatable platform for any θ. To accommodate co-propagation of the probe

pulses with the THz pulses in the EO crystal, the probe pulses are focused

by lens L1 through a small, 1.5 mm hole that passes through PM4 such that

the focal point lies inside the EO crystal. The hole in PM4 has an area that

represents less than 1% of the total area of PM4 and, thus, any THz signal

loss resulting from the hole is negligible. The focal length of L1 is chosen

to be relatively large (250 mm) to minimize the transverse size of the probe
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pulses as they pass through the hole in PM4. After passing through the EO

crystal, the probe pulse is collimated by a 100 mm focal length lens (L2) then

converted to a circular polarization by a quarter-wave plate (QWP). A Wol-

laston prism (WP) converts the probe pulse into two separate, orthogonally

polarized signals, and balanced diode detectors (D) measure the difference in

intensity between them. Since the probe pulse only samples a single 12 fs

wide portion of the THz pulse, a delay line is used to systematically vary the

relative temporal positions between the THz pulse and probe pulse and, thus,

retrieve the electric field profile of the entire THz pulse.

While the sample and THz focal spot are ideally both located at the axis

of rotation of the upper platform to ensure that the temporal locations of

THz pulses are consistent for any θ, it is possible to correct for an off-center

THz focal spot with the knowledge of the focal spot position. To accurately

determine the focal spot position with respect to the axis of rotation, a sample

that scatters THz radiation symmetrically to positive and negative θ can be

placed in the center of the THz focal spot, as shown in Figure 2.4. Here, the

Figure 2.4: Schematic of a sample that is positioned slightly away from the
axis of rotation of the rotatable platform. The sample is indicated by the
black circle, the origin (0, 0) is set at the axis of rotation, the sample is located
at (x0, y0) and two symmetric detector locations are located at (xs, ys) and
(xs,−ys).

THz focal spot and sample are positioned at (x0, y0) while the axis of rotation

of the platform is located at (0, 0). The difference in arrival times, ∆t, between
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THz pulses measured at symmetric detector locations (xs, ys) and (xs,−ys) is

given by

∆t = c(a− b)

= c
(√

(xs − x0)2 + (ys − y0)2 −
√

(xs − x0)2 + (−ys − y0)2
)

(2.2)

where the sample-to-Ppos and sample-to-Pneg distances are r + a and r + b,

respectively, c is the speed of light, and r is the distance from the axis of

rotation to any detector location. x0 and y0 are the only unknown parameters

in Equation (2.2) and, therefore, by determining ∆t for two sets of symmetric

detector locations the exact position of the THz focus can be determined.

Now consider the effect of an off-center sample on the amplitude of the

measured THz pulses. Here, the sample is considered to be a point-source

scatterer and, accordingly, the radiation propagating away from the sample

is assumed spherical until collimation by PM3. For two different sample to

PM3 distances, d1 and d2, the electric field amplitudes at PM3 (E1 and E2,

respectively, for the two distances) fulfill the relation [19]

d1

d2

=
E1

E2

. (2.3)

Since the sample-to-PM3 distance is nominally 152 mm, even a 1 mm deviation

of the sample from the axis of rotation of the rotatable platform results in less

than a 1% change in the electric field amplitude. As such, even crude alignment

of the sample with the axis of rotation of the rotatable platform permits the

measurement of reliable THz electric field amplitudes.

To verify the off-axis detection functionality of the system, a sample that

is symmetric about the incident THz pulse axis is used. As such, observing

whether THz pulses measured at ±θ are similar provides an indication of the
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consistency of measurements at various θ. Accordingly, a spherical sample

can be used as a sample to verify the system functionality. In order to ob-

serve the expected scattering pattern from such a sample, a two-dimensional

finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation is performed [20]. In the cal-

culation, a dual-cycle 3 ps long THz pulse traveling in the positive z-direction

is focused onto a 1.5 mm diameter perfectly metallic sample. The spot size

of the incident pulse at the focus is 1.1 mm. As shown in Figure 2.5, the

electric field distribution 110 ps after the pulse makes contact with the sample

is characterized by a symmetric scattering pattern. It is apparent that the

scattered radiation is predominantly traveling towards the +z (on-axis) and

−z (back-scattered) directions.
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Figure 2.5: Simulation of the electric field pattern 110 ps after the excitation
of a 1.5 mm diameter circular metal sample using a 3 ps long THz pulse that
is traveling in the +z direction, and focused near the sample. The circle in
the center of the plot shown in (b) is the sample.
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2.4 Experimental Verification

The time-domain electric field of the THz pulses that travel through free space

and are measured at θ = 0◦ is shown in Figure 2.6(a). The signal to noise ratio

(SNR) is 39 dB, where the calculation of SNR is performed using the average

power of the three dominant lobes of the THz pulse. The portion of the

waveform prior to the arrival of the pulse is used for the noise in the calculation.

The power spectrum of the free space THz pulse, with a bandwidth of 0.32 THz

and a center frequency of 0.38 THz, is depicted in Figure 2.6(b). Note that

the measured bandwidth may be slightly reduced due to temporal broadening

of the THz pulse due to a group velocity mismatch between the probe and

THz pulses in the ZnSe EO crystal. The temporal walk-off is 1 ps/mm for

single-crystal ZnSe [21] and, if required, the temporal broadening of the THz

pulse could be mitigated at the expense of SNR by using a thinner EO crystal.

The THz focal spot profile at the sample location is evaluated by measuring

the electric field amplitude of the dominant lobe of the transmitted THz pulse

while a knife-edge is moved transversely across the THz focal spot. Figure

2.6(c) depicts the intensity of the THz radiation along the THz electric field

polarization direction at the focal spot, where a full-width-half-maximum of

1.1 mm is discernible.

As mentioned earlier, when AP is not in place the angular resolution is

dictated by PM3. Since PM2 and PM3 are positioned symmetrically about

the sample location, when no sample is present the solid angle of the diverging

THz radiation that propagates towards PM3 is equal to the angular resolution.

Therefore, the angular resolution (without AP in place) is experimentally val-

idated by measuring the THz radiation at various θ, where it is observed that

the peak-to-peak electric field strength of the measured waveforms are half

the value at θ = 0 when θ = 9◦ ± 1◦ and θ = −9◦ ± 1◦, which agrees with
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Figure 2.6: (a) Experimentally obtained electric field of the free space THz
pulse measured at θ = 0◦. Panel (b) depicts the power spectra of the pulse,
and panel (c) depicts the intensity, I, of the THz radiation at the focal spot
of PM2.
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the predicted resolution of 19◦. When AP is in place, there exists a trade-off

between angular resolution and the amplitude of the detected signals, which is

experimentally characterized by measuring the free-space THz pulses at θ = 0◦

for AP diameters ranging from 3 mm to 23 mm. To compare the signals for

various AP diameters, the time-averaged energy flux, P , is calculated, where

P =
〈E(t)〉2

〈E0(t)〉2
, (2.4)

〈. . .〉 denotes temporal averaging, E(t) is the time dependent electric field of

the detected THz pulses, and E0(t) is the electric field when AP is not in place.

As shown in Figure 2.7, the energy of the detected THz pulses decreases by

2.5 orders of magnitude when the diameter of AP is decreased from 23 mm

to 3 mm, which corresponds to an angular resolution decrease from 15◦ to

2◦. When the diameter of AP is less than 3 mm, the detected THz signals

become comparable in amplitude to the noise level. As such, a lower bound of

the angular resolution is 2◦; however, if one could increase the SNR by other

means (e.g. more powerful emitter) it could be possible to overcome this limit.

Analogous to the FDTD calculations, a 1.5 mm diameter steel ball bearing

is used as a sample to experimentally verify the off-axis detection functionality

of the THz system. The sphere is adhered to a thin plastic sheet that is

transparent to THz radiation. As observed in the FDTD calculations, this

type of sample scatters the THz radiation in all directions and, accordingly,

the signals measured are low in amplitude. Therefore AP is not implemented

in an effort to maximize SNR of the measured signals. The time-dependent

electric field of the THz pulses measured at θ = ±150◦ and θ = ±20◦ are

portrayed in Figure 2.8(a) and (b), respectively. Here it can be seen that the

THz pulses measured at symmetric θ are very similar, which was also observed
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Figure 2.7: Time-averaged energy flux, P , of the on-axis THz pulses measured
as the size of the aperture, AP, is decreased from 23 mm to 3 mm. The angular
resolutions corresponding to the aperture sizes are also shown.
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Figure 2.8: Experimental THz electric field measured at detection angles of
(a) θ = ±150◦ and (b) θ = ±20◦, when THz pulses are focused on to a 1.5 mm
spherical sample. After the sample is shifted by 150 µm from the center of the
THz focal spot, the THz pulses shown in panel (c) are measured at θ = ±20◦.
The zero times in panels (a) to (c) are not referenced to each other.
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for the other angles of detection. It should be noted that while Equation

(2.2) was utilized to correct the temporal locations of the pulses detected at

symmetric θ, an average time difference of 141 fs is observed between the time-

corrected pulses detected at symmetric θ ranging from ±10◦ to ±160◦ in 10◦

increments. The detection locations θ = ±90◦ and θ = ±100◦ were not used

in the average due to high noise levels. This uncertainty in arrival times of the

pulses likely stems from slight translational movement of the rotating platform,

and corresponds to a ±42 µm uncertainty in the sample to MC distance.

The sensitivity of the measurements of THz pulses on the sample placement

relative to the THz focal spot is investigated by shifting the sample by 150

µm in the direction transverse to the propagation direction. The THz pulses

measured at θ = ±20◦ are depicted in Figure 2.8(c), where it is evident that

the pulses become more dissimilar. This is most evident in the lobe located

at 4 ps. To quantitatively characterize the degree of symmetry between THz

pulses detected at symmetric θ, an symmetry parameter ∆ is defined as

∆ =
〈|E+θ(t)− E−θ(t)|〉 − 〈|Enoise(t)|〉

max(E+θ(t), E−θ(t))
× 100% (2.5)

where E+θ(t) and E−θ(t) are the time-dependent electric field amplitudes for

positive and negative θ, respectively, and Enoise(t) is the amplitude of the

noise. Accordingly, ∆ represents the average difference between the signals.

Without the subtraction of 〈|Enoise(t)|〉, signals having low SNR would have a

high ∆ even if the signals at symmetric θ agreed within error. For the pulses

depicted in Figure 2.8(a) (θ = ±150◦) and Figure 2.8(b) (θ = ±20◦), ∆ is

4.4% and 8.7%, respectively. After the 150 µm shift in the sample, ∆ = 11.0%

for the THz pulses shown in Figure 2.8(c) (θ = ±20◦). Considering that the

distance the sample was shifted is significanly smaller than the wavelength of
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the incident THz pulses (150 µm compared to 800 µm), this system is capable

of resolving a subwavelength change in the sample conditions. As such, this

THz-TDS system may be useful for studying position-dependent scattering

phenomena.

To gain insight into the scattering pattern of the sphere, P is calculated

for various θ using Equation (2.4), as shown in Figure 2.9(a). Only positive

θ are shown due to the symmetry of the sample, and P for θ = 90◦ and

θ = 100◦ are not included since the signal amplitude is less than the noise

level. For θ > 160◦, mirror MC blocks a portion of the incident THz radiation,

precluding the calculation of P . To observe the back-scattered pulse, MC is

replaced with a beam splitter and the THz pulse shown in Figure 2.9(b) is

measured for θ = 180◦. Notably, the value of P for the pulse measured at

θ = 180◦ is not included in Figure 2.9(a) since the beam splitter is of finite

thickness, which results in a slight transverse shift of the incident radiation.

As illustrated by the THz pulses shown in 2.8(b) and 2.8(c), the measured

THz pulses are sensitive to even extremely small variations in the relative

positions of the incident radiation and sample. As such, the change in position

of the incident radiation induced by the beam splitter precludes the ability to

quantitatively compare the signals measured with the beam splitter in place

to those measured with MC in place. For other samples, though, comparison

may be possible provided that the measured THz pulses do not exhibit high

sensitivity to sample position. Moreover, this concern could be mediated by

implementing a pellicle beam splitter. Nevertheless, it can be observed from

Figure 2.9(a) that the THz radiation is predominantly scattered towards θ = 0◦

and θ = 180◦, with a minimum of radiation scattered in the perpendicular

direction towards θ = 90◦

One of the advantages of THz-TDS is the ability to easily extract the
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Figure 2.9: (a) The time-averaged energy flux, P , of THz pulses measured
at θ = 20◦ to 160◦. Panel (b) portrays the THz electric field measured at
θ = 180◦.
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polarization information of the measured pulses. With the implementation

of EO detection, the electric field strength at various polarization angles is

accessed by varying the angle the EO crystal with respect to the THz and probe

pulse polarizations, as discussed earlier. For a EO crystal angular position of

ϕ, the THz polarization parallel to that of the THz radiation incident on

the sample is accessed by setting ϕ = m60◦, where n is any integer. The

perpendicular polarization is accessed by setting ϕ = m60◦+30◦. Accordingly,

the time-resolved polarization content of the THz pulse measured at θ = 0◦

when no sample is in place is depicted in Figure 2.10(a). The polarization

content for θ = 20◦, and θ = 150◦ when the sample is in place are depicted in

Figure 2.10(b) and (c), respectively. Here, it is evident that all three pulses

are linearly polarized.
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Figure 2.10: Experimental electric field of the free space THz electric field
measured as the angle of the 〈111〉 ZnSe crystal, ϕ, is varied from 0◦ to 120◦,
at an angle of detection of θ = 0◦. When the spherical sample is in place,
the THz electric fields depicted in (b) and (c) are measured at θ = 20◦ and
θ = 150◦, respectively. The zero times in the four panels are not referenced to
each other, and the color bar corresponds to all three panels.
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2.5 Conclusion

THz-TDS provides a powerful platform for electromagnetic investigations due

to the ability to measure picosecond long electromagnetic pulses with reso-

lutions on the order of tens of femtoseconds while also extracting the time-

dependent polarization information. While conventional THz-TDS systems

are static and only measure the radiation scattered or transmitted at a fixed

angle, the work presented here introduces a system capable of THz detec-

tion at any angle 360◦ around a sample. The performance of the system is

demonstrated experimentally, and the results are qualitatively comparable to

predictions obtained from FDTD calculations.
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3.1 Background

With the advent of modern methods to control electronic signals, information

technologies have flourished over the last several decades. The information

processing capacity of processors, measured in transistor counts, has steadily

doubled approximately every two years since the 1950’s, which embodies the

famous Moore’s Law. However, as the size of electronic components is near-

ing a fundamental minimum, the speed and capacity is approaching a maxi-

mum. Accordingly, researchers are turning their attention to the possibility of

photonic-based circuits to exploit the high information speeds possible with

light. In light of this, active control over the propagation of radiation and

photonic switching mechanisms will become essential as future information

technologies transfer from electrical based systems to photonics based systems.

In this chapter a class of active plasmonic THz devices is introduced, where

by varying the design parameters various modes of operation can be realized.

The transmission of THz radiation through the devices is mediated by the

near-field coupling of non-resonant particle plasmons [1, 2] in dense ensem-

bles of subwavelength ferromagnetic particles. By inserting a small number

of subwavelength dielectric particles (< 35% by volume), the phase accumu-

lation of THz radiation in the device can be spatially modulated. Moreover,

by expoiting AMR in the ferromagnetic particles, the spatial dependence of

the phase accumulation can be actively controlled with the application of an

external magnetic field. To demonstrate the versatility of this class of THz

devices, the recipes for two modes of operation are modelled, with support

from finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations. First considered is

an active plasmonic directional router, capable of actively adjusting the propa-

gation direction of THz beams, and the second mode of operation considered is

an active plasmonic THz lens, capable of focusing THz radiation with a tune-
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able focal length. The possible devices are not limited to these two examples

and may include, for instance, active diffraction gratings or active wave plates.

However, the two examples discussed in detail in this Chapter provide a clear

representation of the flexibility and capabilities of this class of active plas-

monic devices. Moreover, a directional router is developed and experimentally

characterized, verifying the theoretical predictions.1

The active plasmonic devices consist of mixtures of ferromagnetic and di-

electric particles. The metal to dielectric volume fraction, fm, is defined to

characterize the relative amounts of the two species, and is given by

fm =
Vm

Vm + Vd
, (3.1)

where Vm and Vd are the total volumes of the metallic and dielectric parti-

cles, respectively. When the ferromagnetic particles are Co and the dielectric

particles are sapphire, it has been shown that there are three distinct regimes

of transport through the ensemble of particles [3]. For fm < 0.10 the en-

semble consists primarily of dielectric particles, and the transport of THz

radiation through the particle ensemble is governed by ballistic small-angle

forward scattering of photons through the sapphire particles. Alternatively,

when fm > 0.67 the ensemble consists primarily of metallic particles and trans-

port is governed by the near-field plasmonic coupling between the Co particles.

For 0.10 < fm < 0.67 the transport is mediated by a combination of the two

phenomena, which manifests as a regime of atypic effective refractive index

that cannot be explained by effective medium theory [3]. The regime of inter-

est for the active plasmonic devices to be introduced here is fm > 0.67, where

1The results of this Chapter have been published in Applied Physics Letters, “A magnet-
ically active terahertz plasmonic artificial material,” 94, 071115 (2009) and Optics Express,
“Active plasmonic devices via electron spin,” 17, 7117-7129 (2009).
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the effective refractive index, n, is related to fm through the relation [3]

n = −Cfm (3.2)

where C is a positive constant of proportionality. This behaviour occurs be-

cause fm is decreased by removing dielectric particles, which decreases the

optical distance between the ferromagnetic particles. Accordingly, the parti-

cle plasmons couple more effectively and the propagation speed is enhanced,

corresponding to a decrease in n. It it important to note that the effective ab-

sorption of the ensemble of particles is constant for fm > 0.67. By controlling

the spatial dependence of fm, the position-dependent effective refractive index

of the ensemble of particles (i.e. position dependent phase accumulation of

the THz radiation) can be controlled. Fortunately, since the absorption does

not depend on fm, there are no position dependent losses.

3.2 Active THz Directional Router

With the ability to control the effective refractive index of the artificial mate-

rial, a multitude of device implementations are possible. Perhaps the simplest

device possible is a directional router, which induces a change in the propa-

gation direction of transmitted radiation. This operation can be realized if

the effective index of refraction varies across the device such that the device

behaves like a prism, as shown in Figure 3.1.

The required spatial dependence of the refractive index, no(x), and ex-

pected deflection angle, Θ, for a directional router is determined from first

principles by considering the optical path length (OPL) of rays sharing a

common wavefront that pass through the device, as depicted in Figure 3.2(a).

For any ray transmitted through the directional router at position x, the OPL
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Figure 3.1: Depiction of a THz pulse incident on an artificial material having
a spatially varying effective refractive index, where the material behaves like
a prism and refracts the radiation.

from the start of the device to the wavefront depicted in Figure 3.2(a) is given

by OPL = no(x)d + x sin Θ, where d is the thickness of the device. Since

the OPL for any two rays along the wavefront must be equal for coherent

transmission, one can write

no(0)d = no(x)d+ x sin Θ. (3.3)

where it has been assumed that the medium surrounding the device is air.

Equation (3.3) is satisfied if (no(x) − no(0)) << (no(x) + no(0))/2, which

allows the slight curvature of the rays in the sample to be ignored. Therefore,

the refractive index profile for a directional router is given by

no(x) = −xsin Θ

d
+ no(0). (3.4)

By considering Equation (3.2), it is evident that the effective refractive index

profile given by Equation (3.4) can be realized by specifying an fm that linearly

varies from fm = 0.67 at position x = 0 to fm = 1 at position x = w. To

account for imperfections of the effective refractive index profile, a figure of

merit, 0 ≤ Q1 ≤ 1, is defined and, as such, the expected deflection angle is
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the deflection of THz radi-
ation by a device consisting of a collection of dielectric and ferromagnetic
subwavelength particles having a linearly varying fm. Panel (b) depicts how
the application of B results in a position-dependent effective refractive index
increase by ∆nB and, therefore, the overall effective index becomes no + ∆nB.
As shown in panel (c), this corresponds to a reduction of the THz deflection
compared prior the application of B.
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given by

sin Θ = Q1

(
n0.67 − n1

w

)
d, (3.5)

where n0.67 and n1 are the indices of refraction for fm = 0.67 and fm = 1,

respectively.

The active behaviour of the directional router is formulated by considering

the effect of applying an external magnetic field, B, to the device. As discussed

in Chapter 1, in a ferromagnetic metal the resistivity, ρ, depends on B through

the relation ρ(B) = ρ0 + ρLorentz(B) + ρAMR(B), where ρ0 is the background

resistivity, ρLorentz(B) is the contribution from Lorentz force that is present in

all metals, and ρAMR(B) is the contribution from AMR that is only present

in ferromagnetic metals due to spin-orbit interaction [4]. In the context of

THz transmission mediated by the near-field coupling of particle plasmonic

oscillations, AMR results in a B-dependent delay, ∆τB, of the arrival times

of the transmitted THz pulses [5]. As discussed in Chapter 1, the transient

response of the localized THz plasmons is primarily dictated by the current

densities exited within the particle skin depth. Applying B increases the

resistivity along the magnetic field direction, which inhibits the plasmonic

current and manifests as ∆τB. Moreover, since the plasmonic oscillations are

dipolar, the current direction is primarily along the electric field polarization

direction of the THz radiation, as shown in Figure 3.3. Therefore, ∆τB is

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the plasmonic current density induced by the THz
electric field in subwavelength metallic particles.
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maximum for a THz electric field polarization parallel to B and, to maximize

the active response of the artificial materials to be introduced here, such an

orientation will be assumed.

Since ∆τB scales linearly with thickness of the ensemble of particles [5], it

is a cumulative effect that depends on the number of ferromagnetic particles

traversed by the radiation and can be expressed as

∆τB =
K1(B)Nm

d
, (3.6)

where Nm is the number of ferromagnetic particles in the sample and K1(B)

is a B-dependent delay per unit of linear ferromagnetic particle density in the

direction of propagation of the THz radiation. Since ∆τB is a function of Nm,

it is meaningful to re-write Equation (3.1) as a function of Nm. If it is assumed

that the packing fraction of the particles, fP = (Vm+Vd)/VCell, is constant for

all fm, Equation (3.1) can be expressed as

fm =
〈Vm〉Nm

VCellfP
(3.7)

where 〈Vm〉 is the average volume of a single Co particle and VCell is the

volume of the cell that contains the particles. Note that the assumption that

fP remains constant for all fm is valid if the ferromagnetic and dielectric

particles of similar size. Then, Equations (3.6) and (3.7) can be combined to

yield

∆τB =
K1(B)VCellfP
〈Vm〉 d

fm. (3.8)

Accordingly, application of B results in an increase of the effective index of
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refraction of the ensemble of particles, ∆nB, given by

∆nB =
c∆τB
d

=
cK1(B)VCellfP
〈Vm〉 d2

fm (3.9)

where c is the speed of light. Interestingly, since both n ∝ fm [Equation (3.2)]

and ∆nB ∝ fm [Equation (3.9)], the application of B does not change the

functional form of the spatial dependence of the effective index of refraction

for any spatial variation of fm. Thus, for this example of a directional router

∆nB(x) is a linear function of x. Notably, the slope of ∆nB(x) is opposite

of no(x) since the former is positively proportional to fm while the latter is

negatively proportional to fm. As shown in Figure 3.2(b), the application of

B (which causes ∆nB 6= 0) results in a net decrease in the effective index

gradient. In turn, this results in a B-dependent deflection angle given by

Θ(B) = sin−1

(
Q1d

[
n0.67 − n1

w
− 0.33cK1(B)VCellfP

w 〈Vm〉 d2

])
= sin−1

(
Q1d

[
n0.67 − n1 −K2(B)

w

])
, (3.10)

where K2(B) is a dimensionless parameter that results in a reduction of Θ as

B is increased, as depicted in Figure 3.2(c). For exceedingly large B-values

where K2(B) > n0.67 − n1, it would be possible for the deflection to be in

the opposite direction. Notably, K2(B) is an intrinsic parameter that does

not depend on fm and, accordingly, describes the B-dependence of the phase

accumulation for any device where fm is position dependent.
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3.3 Active THz Lens

To illustrate that various modes of operation can be realized by defining other

spatial variations of fm, the requirements for an active plasmonic lens will

be described. Similarly to the treatment used for the directional router, the

required spatial dependence of the effective refractive index is determined by

evaluating the optical path length of rays that travel through the device, as

shown in Figure 3.4(a). In order to focus the radius, the OPL in the center of

the device must be longer than at the edges. Therefore, the effective index is

set to n0.67 in the center and n1 at the edges, and the spatial dependence can be

calculated by combining these boundary conditions with the assumption that

the wavefronts are cylindrical upon exiting the device. It can be surmised from

Figure 3.4(a) that any ray that passes through the device at a position x will

have an optical path length from the beginning of the device to the cylindrical

wavefront given by OPL = dno(x) +
√
x2 + F 2 − F , where x is the transverse

distance from the center of the device, no(x) is the effective refractive index

(without the application of B), and F is the focal length. Since the OPL for

any value of x will be equal to the OPL for x = 0, it can be written

no(x) = n0.67 −
√
x2 + F 2 − F

d
, (3.11)

By substituting in the boundary condition at x = w/2, the following formula

for F is produced

√
(w/2)2 + F 2 − F = Q2d(n0.67 − n1) (3.12)

where 0 ≤ Q2 ≤ 1 is a figure of merit defined to account for imperfections of

the effective refractive index spatial profile. For the case F >> w, a parabolic
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Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the focusing of THz radiation
by a device consisting of a collection of dielectric and ferromagnetic subwave-
length particles having a non-linearly varying fm. Panel (b) depicts how the
application of B results in a position-dependent effective refractive index in-
crease by ∆nB and, therefore, the overall effective index becomes no + ∆nB.
As shown in panel (c), this corresponds to an increase of the THz focal length
compared to prior to the application of B.
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spatial dependence of the index refraction and focal length given by

n(x) = n0.67 −
x2

2Fd
(3.13)

F =
w2

8Q2d(n0.67 − n1)
(3.14)

are realized, respectively. By invoking Equation (3.9), it can be shown that the

application of B results in a ∆nB(x) that is a parabolic function of x having

concavity opposite to that of no(x), as illustrated in Figure 3.4(b). Thus, the

B-dependent focal length is given by

F (B) =
w2

8Q2d(n0.67 − n1 −K2(B))
. (3.15)

It is evident that as K2 increases to K2 = n0.67−n1 the focal length increases,

as shown in Figure 3.4(c), and K2 > n0.67−n1 results in negative values of F ,

which can be interpreted as a diverging lens.

3.4 Finite-Difference Time-Domain Calculations

To demonstrate the passive operation of a directional router and lens, FDTD

calculations [6] are performed. The devices consist of 3.1 mm thick ensembles

of Co and sapphire particles having diameters of δC = 75 µm and δS = 100 µm,

respectively. The index of refraction of each sapphire particle is set to 3.24 [7],

while the electromagnetic response of the Co particles is modeled using a Drude

permittivity given by ε(ω) = 1− ω2
p/(iνω + ω2), where ωp = 9.60× 1014s−1 is

the plasma frequency and ν = 8.85× 1012s−1 is the damping frequency [8]. To

implement a varying fm in the x-direction for randomly positioned particles,

a random number generator with a linearly sloped probability distribution is

utilized. A random number generator with a uniform probability distribution
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is utilized to determine the y-coordinates of the particles. Therefore, using

this approach a directional router with fm linearly varying from 1 to 0.67 over

a distance of 3 mm is studied, as shown in Figure 3.5(a). A single-cycle, 2

ps long THz pulse polarized along the x-direction is focused onto the sample

with a focal spot intensity FWHM of 1.1 mm to prevent the THz electric field

from extending outside the gradient region of the device. Starting from a time

10 ps after the THz pulse is incident on the device, Figure 3.5(b-e) depict the

transverse electric field, E, in 5 ps intervals as the THz pulse passes through the

device. Here, it is seen that the wavefront of the pulse tilts toward the left side

of the sample (i.e. tilted toward the side where fm is lower) as time evolves.

As shown in Figure 3.5(f), a clear deflection of the THz pulse propagation

direction is evident 50 ps after the THz pulse is incident on the device. The

divergence of the wavefront as the transmitted pulse propagates away from the

sample is attributed to the relatively small transverse size of the incident THz

radiation. To characterize the deflection angle, the angular-dependent average

intensity, I(θ) ∝ 〈E2〉, is calculated, where θ is the angle subtended from the

y-axis, r is the radial distance, and 〈· · · 〉r denotes averaging over the radial

direction, as shown in Figure 3.5(g). If the angle of deflection is estimated as

the centroid of the curve, an angular deflection of ΘFDTD = 8◦ is observed.

To demonstrate the passive operation of a lens, fm is varied approximately

parabolically by using four equally spaced segments 1.5 mm long that each

have a linearly varying fm, as shown in Figure 3.6(a). The only difference

in simulation parameters from the directional router calculations is that the

incident THz pulse is collimated with an intensity FWHM of 3.2 mm. Shown

in Figure 3.6(b) and (c) is E for the incident THz pulse and E at a time 40 ps

after a THz pulse is incident on the device, respectively. It is evident that the

pulse is focused by the device, and to more clearly illustrate this the transverse
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Figure 3.5: (a) Depiction of the sapphire (green) and Co (black) particle dis-
tribution for the plasmonic router implemented in the FDTD calculations.
Panels (b) - (f) depict snapshots of the electric field amplitude at times of 10
ps, 15 ps, 20 ps, 25 ps, and 50 ps after a THz pulse is incident on the device,
respectively. The box in (b) - (f) indicates the location of the particles shown
in (a). Panel (g) depicts the intensity, I(θ), calculated from panel (f) for θ
ranging from −10◦ to 20◦.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Depiction of the sapphire (green) and Co (black) particle ori-
entation for the plasmonic lens implemented in the FDTD calculations. The
plot above the depiction of the particles shows how the parabolic fm (grey)
is approximated using 4 equal length sections of linearly varying fm (black).
Panels (b) and (c) depict snapshots of electric field amplitude of the incident
THz pulse and the electric field distribution after a collimated THz pulse has
passed through the device, respectively. The box in (c) indicates the location
of the particles shown in (a). Panel (d) depicts the intensity profile for the
dominant lobe of the pulse for transmission through the device (blue) and free
space (green).
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profiles of the normalized intensity, I(x) ∝ E2, at the y-location of maximum

intensity is shown in Figure 3.6(d). Accordingly, it is observed that the FWHM

of I decreases from 3.2 mm to 0.9 mm with the implementation of the lens. The

0.4 mm deviation of the focal spot from the center axis is attributed to random

asymmetry of the concentration of sapphire particles due to the pseudo-random

number generation used to specify the particle locations. It is expected that

a physical implementation would be less sensitive to non-symmetries since,

in the two-dimensional FDTD approach, the THz electric field interacts with

fewer particles due to the lack of the third dimension. Consequently, there are

fewer particles present to average out local fluctuations in fm when compared

to a physical implementation. Nevertheless, the existence of this deviation

highlights that it is important to maintain symmetry in the fabrication of the

device.

3.5 Experimental Results

To verify the functionality of this class of active THz devices, a directional

router is experimentally investigated. To create the device, Co and sapphire

particles having mean sizes of δC = 74 ± 23 µm and δS = 100 ± 12 µm,

respectively, are contained in a polystyrene cell. Since a smoothly varying fm is

technically challenging to implement, a linear variation of fm is approximated

by utilizing five 600 µm wide and 3.1 mm thick homogeneous regions having

fm = 0.67, 0.73, 0.81, 0.92, and 1, as shown in Figure 3.7(a). For each region

the packing fraction (fp) is measured to be 0.59 ± 0.1, which is attributed to

the similar size of the Co and sapphire particles. The device is illuminated

with THz pulses polarized in the direction parallel to the fm variation and are

generated and detected using the THz-TDS system described in Chapter 2.

Since the THz-TDS system is capable of detecting the transmitted radiation at
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Figure 3.7: (a) Depiction of the experimental device consisting of 5 sections of
constant fm, where B is applied parallel to the THz electric field polarization.
Panel (b) depicts the THz pulses transmitted through the plasmonic router
for θ ranging from −10◦ to 20◦.
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any angle, θ, around the sample, it is ideal for the study and characterization

of a directional router. Also, the wavelength of the THz pulses (∼ 800 µm) is

larger than thickness of each region, which results in the effective variation of

fm perceived by the THz pulses to be linear.

Shown in Figure 3.7(b) is the electric field (E) of the THz pulses trans-

mitted through the device for θ ranging from −10◦ to 20◦ in 5◦ increments,

where it is evident that the maximum pulse amplitude is measured for θ = 5◦.

From these results it can be discerned that the trailing lobes of the pulses have

a deflection angle farther from 0◦ compared to the leading lobes, which was

also evident in the FDTD calculations. This indicates that the deflection is

not instantaneous but, rather, takes time to accumulate. To quantitatively

compare the pulses, the average energy flux,

P (θ)ω = 〈E(ω)E∗(ω)〉ω , (3.16)

is calculated for each θ, where E(ω) is the frequency spectra of the pulses

and 〈· · · 〉ω denotes averaging over the bandwidth of the pulse. This technique

is utilized to mitigate the effects of high frequency noise, and the results are

shown in Figure 3.8(a). The experimental data is fitted with a Gaussian

regression line, and the deflection angle is approximated as the center of the

Gaussian fit, yielding Θ = 5.7◦. Also shown in Figure 3.8(a) is the normalized

P for pulses transmitted through the empty cell containing no particles. The θ

dependence of the transmission through two 3.5 mm control samples, S1 and

S2, having fm that does not vary spatially is measured to confirm that the

deflection is a result of the varying fm. For S1 fm = 1 and for S2 fm = 0.67,

and as depicted in Figure 3.8(b), there is no deflection of the transmitted

pulses for both cases. Interestingly, the 2 ps temporal delay between the THz
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Figure 3.8: (a) The time averaged energy flux of THz pulses transmitted
through the plasmonic router (blue) and an empty cell (green). Panel (b)
depicts P for samples S1 (light blue) and S2 (black), while panel (c) depicts
the on-axis THz signals transmitted through S1 and S2, where a 2 ps relative
delay is observed. Panel (d) depicts P for the polarization components aligned
parallel (blue, P||) and perpendicular (red, P⊥) to the incident THz pulses for
transmitted through the plasmonic router. The diagram in panel (e) illustrates
how portions of the wavefront that pass through regions with low fm map to
values of θ far from 0◦. A Gaussian regression line is applied to the data in
(a), (b), and (d) using a least-squares estimation.
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pulses transmitted through S1 and S2, as depicted in Figure 3.8(c), can be used

to determine that n0.67 − n1 = 0.17. Inserting this value and the measured

Θ = 5.7◦ into Equation (3.5) yields Q1 = 0.58.

It may be critical for some applications that the polarization of the pulses to

remain linear after transmission through the directional router. To investigate

the degree to which the polarization of the incident THz pulse is retained,

the electric field with polarization perpendicular to that of the incident pulse

is measured by rotating the EO crystal by 30◦ (Chapter 2). As shown in

Figure 3.8(d), P is calculated for the THz pulses measured at various θ for the

polarization states parallel (P||) and perpendicular (P⊥) to the polarization

of the incident THz pulses. Here, it can be seen that the polarization is

predominantly along the parallel direction, and by defining the polarization

purity, η, as

η =
A|| − A⊥
A|| + A⊥

(3.17)

where A|| and A⊥ are the amplitudes of the Gaussian regression lines for the

(P||) and (P⊥) experimental data points, respectively, a value η = 0.73 is ob-

served. The deviation from unity is attributed to polarization randomizing

scattering events in the dielectric particles. This explanation is supported by

considering the deflection angles for the parallel and perpendicular polariza-

tions, which are Θ|| = 5.7◦ and Θ⊥ = 6.9◦, respectively. As illustrated in

Figure 3.8(e), the portions of the THz wavefront that pass through regions

with low fm map to θ-values farther from 0◦. As such, the regions of the wave-

front that interact with more dielectric particles undergo more polarization

randomizing scattering events and, therefore, Θ⊥ > Θ||.

To study the active operation of the directional router, an external mag-

netic field, B, is applied along the direction parallel to the polarization of

the incident THz pulses. As discussed earlier, this orientation is utilized to
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maximize the AMR response. As shown in Figure 3.9(a), P is measured for θ

ranging from −10◦ to 20◦ and B values of 0 mT, 27 mT, 45 mT, 55 mT, 69

mT, and 78 mT. As predicted by Equation (3.10), the application of B results

in a reduction of the deflection angle that scales with the B-field magnitude.

As shown in Figure 3.9(b), Θ decreases from 5.7◦ to 0.7◦ when B = 78mT,

corresponding to an 88% reduction. Notably, the majority of the reduction

(57% of the 5◦ reduction) occurs after a B-field strength of only 27 mT is

applied.

It is possible to calculate K2(B) in Equation (3.10) using the experimen-

tally obtained Θ. Values of K2(B) ranging from 0 to 0.15 are obtained for B

ranging from 0 to 78 mT, as shown in Figure 3.10(a). To explore the frequency

dependence of K2(B), averaging over ω in Equation (3.16) is not performed,

thus enabling the calculation of K2(ω,B). It should be noted that the FWHM

of the amplitude spectra of the detected pulses span from 0.187 THz to 0.330

THz for B = 0 mT. As B is increased to 78 mT, the FWHM decreases to a

span of 0.149 THz to 0.240 THz, which is attributed to the band limiting and

red shift that is characteristic of photonic AMR [5]. To provide a meaningful

spectral range, the spectral region defined by the overlap between the spectral

characteristic FWHM’s of the measured signals is used in the calculation of

K2(ω,B), which is shown in Figure 3.10(b). Interestingly, K2(ω,B) exhibits

negligible frequency dependence over the common spectral range despite the

red shift induced by AMR, which validates the use of the frequency averaged

Θ values to obtain the K2 curve shown in Figure 3.10(a).

With the behaviour of K2 established, it is possible to estimate the B-

dependent focal length, F (B), of an active plasmonic lens using Equation

(3.15) provided that a suitable value for Q2 can be predicted. If the lens is

fabricated using a process and dimensions that are the same as that used for
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Figure 3.9: Depiction of P (θ) for THz pulses transmitted through the plas-
monic router with external magnetic field strengths of 0 mT, 27 mT, 45 mT,
55 mT, 69 mT, and 78 mT. Panel (c) displays the same data and identifies
Θ(B), which are located at the center of the Gaussian regression lines, for the
given magnetic field strengths.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Plot of K2 calculated directly from the measured Θ(B) using
Equation (3.10). Panel (b) depicts the frequency dependence of K2, while
panel (c) depicts the expected magnetic dependence of focal length for a plas-
monic lens.
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the directional router, it is reasonable to assume Q1 ≈ Q2. Since fm must

vary from 1 to 0.67 twice [Figure 3.4(a)], the width should be twice that of

the directional router studied here to ensure that the fabrication parameters

would be most similar. By setting w = 6 mm and d = 3.1 mm, and using the

K2(B) regression line depicted in Figure 3.10(a), the F (B) shown in Figure

3.10(c) is realized. As such, for an active plasmonic lens defined by the given

parameters, it is expected that F increases from 15 mm to 121 mm as B is

increased from 0 mT to 80 mT. This corresponds to a marked 800% change,

which is promising for the practical realization of such devices.

While the goal of this experimental work is to verify the feasibility of this

class of active plasmonic artificial materials, it may be beneficial to have the

largest Θ possible for practical applications. Therefore, the maximum Θ pos-

sible is estimated by looking closely at Equation (3.5). One important distinc-

tion when considering this estimation is that it is only applicable for Co and

sapphire particles. If other ferromagnetic or dielectric particles are used, the

behaviour would most likely differ. Nevertheless, examining Equation (3.5)

reveals that minimizing w can increase Θ; however, there are several caveats

to consider. First of all, w must be large enough to accommodate several

microparticles. Also, w must be large enough to accommodate the width of

the transverse THz electric field profile, which is constrained by the diffraction

limit. Having too tight of focusing could also be undesirable since the THz

radiation exiting the device would strongly diverge. With these limitations

in mind, a minimum value of w = 1 mm is estimated. It is also apparent

from Equation (3.5) that Θ could be increased by increasing d. The primary

limitation of this approach is that the total absorption also increases with

increased d. Under the present experimental conditions absorption losses be-

come unacceptable for d greater than 3.5 mm. While the maximum acceptable
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losses are extremely subjective to the application, this value will be used in

the estimation. The final method to increase Θ is to refine the fabrication

process, thereby increasing Q1. However, it is not feasible to estimate the

maximum possible Q1 and the value for the current device (Q1 = 0.58) will be

implemented in the estimation. By inserting these values into Equation (3.5),

a maximum deflection of ΘMAX = 20◦ is estimated. Note that the deflection

could also be increased without alteration of the directional router by placing

a passive lens after it, as depicted in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Illustration of how a passive lens can be used to increase the
deflection induced by the router.

It is possible to estimate the minimum focal length for an active lens using

Equation (3.12). Since focusing is only meaningful provided that the input

THz pulse is collimated, w should be several wavelengths wide. As such, by

inserting w = 3 mm, d = 3.5 mm and Q2 = 0.58 into Equation (3.12), a

minimum focal length of FMIN = 3.2 mm is estimated.

It is important to address the amplitude attenuation of THz pulses trans-

mitted through devices of this nature. As shown in Figure 3.8(a), the passage

of the THz pulse through the directional router is accompanied by a factor

of 40 reduction of transmitted energy flux. While this degree of attenuation

may not be acceptable for some applications, for an active device that oper-

ates via the application of B, the amount of B-dependent attenuation may

be more critical. For example, the absolute intensity at the focal spot of an
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active plasmonic lens may not be very critical in comparison to the changes in

amplitude associated with actively tuning the focal length. For B = 78 mT,

the B-dependent attenuation is less than 20% relative to when B = 0.

3.6 Conclusion

In this Chapter, a class of active plasmonic devices that can be customized

to fulfill various modes of operation has been discussed. The transmission

through the devices is enabled by the near-field coupling of non-resonant par-

ticle plasmons between ferromagnetic particles, and the position-dependent

phase accumulation of the radiation is actively controlled via an interplay be-

tween the presence of dielectric inclusions and AMR. As such, applying a uni-

form external magnetic field remodels the spatial dependence of the effective

refractive index, which allows for the active adjustment of device behaviour.

To illustrate the concepts, recipes for the creation of an active THz directional

router and active THz lens are described in detail via a combination of theo-

retical discussion, FDTD calculations, and experimental results. In the case

of the directional router, the deflection angle of transmitted radiation can be

actively adjusted while in the case of the lens the focal length can be actively

adjusted. While these two examples demonstrate the versatility of this class

of devices, they are not the only possibilities since any arbitrary spatial de-

pendence of the effective refractive index can be realized by controlling the

relative amounts of metallic and dielectric particles. For example, an actively

adjustable diffraction grating could be created by implementing a periodically

varying effective refraction index. In this case, the application of the external

magnetic field would decrease the amplitude of the index modulations, thereby

decreasing the amount of diffraction. It is also important to note that ultra-

fast operation of the devices may be possible by using magnetic pulses. The
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switching speed would be limited by the time it takes for the spin-states of

the electrons in the ferromagnetic metal to orient themselves with the external

magnetic field, which depends on the strength and duration of the magnetic

pulse [9]. The active control over the propagation of THz radiation that is

demonstrated by this work provides a new means of photonic control that

may be applicable in active photonic systems.
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4.1 Background

A promising field of study is spintronics, where researchers exploit the quan-

tum spin-state of electrons to offer new capabilities for electronics. A highly

successful example of this is spin-induced giant magnetoresistance utilized in

modern hard drive read heads. Perhaps the initial inspiration for the field of

spintronics was the discovery of AMR [1]. In AMR, when an external magnetic

field is aligned parallel to the current direction, the conduction electrons are

more strongly scattered compared to when the magnetic field is aligned per-

pendicular to the current. As discussed in Chapter 1, this is due to spin-orbit

interaction. Incidentally, it was this spin-dependent resistance phenomenon

that provided the means for first generation computer hard drives [2].

Pioneering work involving spin-dependent transport which set the stage for

modern spintronic devices was the discovery of the magnetic tunnel junction

by Julliere [3]. In this work, two ferromagnetic layers were separated by a thin,

10 nm Ge tunnel junction and a potential difference was established between

the two ferromagnetic layers. When the magnetizations of the magnetic layers

were aligned parallel, a low-resistance channel for the up-spin current was real-

ized. However, in the antiparallel configuration, the resistance associated with

both current channels was the same and significantly less than the resistance

of the up-spin channel in the parallel case. Thus, the resistance in the parallel

configuration was observed to be less than the antiparallel configuration by

14%, similarly to in GMR. Although this effect was only seen at low temper-

ature (∼ 4◦ K), it provided the basic motivation for more recent spin-related

discoveries like spin-injection and GMR.

At the time of Julliere’s work, the degree to which a spin-polarized current

could maintain its polarization after injection into a non-magnetic metal was

still not well understood. However, light was shed on the phenomenon with the
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first experimental demonstration of spin-injection and detection, performed by

Johnson in the 1980’s [4–6]. These experiments enabled the direct measure-

ment of the “spin-diffusion length”: the characteristic distance an electron

will diffuse before it loses memory of its initial polarization. Johnson per-

formed further evidence and characterization of spin-accumulation under the

architecture of a thin film geometry in 1994 [7]. After the demonstration that

spin-polarized current could be transmitted and detected in a paramagnet,

the GMR effect was quickly discovered in ferromagnetic/paramagnetic multi-

layers, where magnetizations were controlled be utilizing RKKY coupling [8].

Also, the GMR effect was discovered independently by another group using

a ferromagnetic/paramagnetic/ferromagnetic trilayer [9]. The device created

through this work was essentially the archetype for the modern day spin valve

used in magnetic recording, and Fert [8] and Grunberg [9] were eventually

awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2007 for their independent discoveries

of GMR.

An emerging field with the goal of providing a platform for subwavelength

photonic devices is plasmonics. Of particular interest here is the particle

plasmon-mediated transparency of dense ensembles of subwavelength-sized

metallic particles. As discussed in Chapter 1, a THz electromagnetic pulse inci-

dent on the particles induces non-resonant particle plasmon oscillations, which

have associated dipolar fields that couple from particle to particle [10, 11].

Since the induced surface currents of the particle plasmons are the root of

the electromagnetic energy transport, it was natural to question whether ef-

fects traditionally seen in electronic transport could be applied to this unique

type of photonic transport. Accordingly, the path to the field of spinplas-

monics began similarly to the field of spintronics: with the discovery of an

AMR-analogous photonic phenomenon by Chau and Elezzabi [12]. Similar
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to the trend of spintronics research, the next discovery was the realization of

optically induced spin-injection [13], where the interface resistance resulting

from spin-accumulation resulted in a θ-independent attenuation of transmit-

ted THz pulses. From these trends, it is plausible that it may be possible

to electromagnetically induce GMR in such ensembles of microparticles. The

work presented here represents the first steps toward this goal.

4.2 Experimental Design and Results

Similarly to the observations of spin-accumulation in the plasmonic enhanced

propagation of THz radiation through dense ensembles of metallic particles, it

may be possible to observe GMR phenomena by fabricating a GMR structure

on metallic microparticles. If the plasmonic current densities interact with the

GMR structure, as shown in Figure 4.1, the magnetoresistance that occurs due

to GMR could potentially be observable in the properties of the transmitted

THz pulses. It should be noted that since the plasmonic current passes through

Figure 4.1: Depiction of a metallic microparticle with a GMR structure fab-
ricated on top (the layer thicknesses are exaggerated for clarity), where a
plasmonic current is excited such that it passes through the GMR device.
The voltage across both the GMR device and particle, Vdipole, is modulated
through magnetoresistance, and is probed through the measurement of the
emitted THz electric field, ETHz.
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both magnetic layers, a GMR spin valve geometry is realized rather than a non-

local spin valve (NLSV). Moreover, since the THz electric field, ETHz, depends

on the dipolar voltage difference, Vdipole, across the particle, the voltage across

the entire structure is probed through the measurement of ETHz. The probing

of voltage across the whole trilayer structure is also akin to a GMR spin valve

geometry.

An important issue to consider is the random orientation of the particles.

If an exchange biased spin valve with a antiferromagnetically pinned layer was

fabricated onto the surface of each particle, the random orientation of the

particles would preclude the possibility of aligning the external magnetic field

antiparallel to the pinned layer magnetization for all the particles. Rather,

only a portion would have the preferred alignment, thus reducing the cumu-

lative effect from all the particles. The pseudo spin valve geometry avoids

this limitation, however, since none of the layers are pinned. If one first sat-

urates the magnetic layers in all the particles with a large uniform magnetic

field, all the magnetizations in all the particles would be aligned and remain

aligned even after the field was removed. Then, applying a magnetic field in

the opposite direction would serve to cycle the device to the antiparallel, then

parallel state, as described in Chapter 1. It should also be noted that GMR

behaviour based on RKKY coupling is not desirable due to the large magnetic

field strengths required to induce the parallel state (∼ 1 T [8]).

A schematic of a pseudo spin valve on the surface of a particle is shown

in Figure 4.2 (a). A non-magnetic metal is desirable as the host particle to

prevent any significant contribution to the magnetic response by AMR and,

as such, Cu particles with a mean size of 90 ± 15 µm are chosen [Figure 4.2

(b)]. The spin valve consists of a layer of Ni, a Cu spacer layer, and a layer

of Co. Ni and Co are chosen because they have differing coercivities (0.7 Oe
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Figure 4.2: (a) Illustration of a Cu microparticle having layers of Ni, Cu, and
Co deposited onto one side. Panel (b) depicts and scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) image of a selection of the Cu particles. Panel (c) depicts an
illustration of off-axis sputtering, where the sputtering flux is directed down-
wards to the particles resting in a tray.
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for bulk Ni and 10 Oe for bulk Co [14]) and are readily available. A challenge

for the fabrication of the spin valves onto the particles is that it is difficult

to mount the particles in a typical deposition system where the depositing

flux is directed vertically upwards to the substrate. A mesh could be used

to suspend the particles, but it was found that due to the mesh not being

completely flat the particles pooled, and only a small portion were exposed

to the deposition flux. Moreover, the mesh itself blocks a large portion of the

flux. In light of these limitations, off-axis radio frequency (RF) sputtering

was implemented, where the particles rest in a flat tray and the deposition

flux is incident from above, as shown in Figure 4.2 (c). To thoroughly test for

the phenomenon, samples with various thicknesses of the spin valve layers are

prepared, as shown in Table 4.1. The fabrication of all the samples tested in

this Chapter was performed by Mehmet Egilmez (Thin Films, Multilayers and

Nanostructures Laboratory, Department of Physics, University of Alberta).

Sample Layers thicknesses (nm)
1 Ni/Cu/Co 5/2/5
2 Ni/Cu/Co 5/4/5
3 Ni/Cu/Co 10/4/10
4 Ni/Cu/Co 20/4/20
5 Ni/Cu/Co 10/2/10
6 Ni/Cu/Co/Cu/Ni/Cu/Co 5/2/5/2/5/2/5

Table 4.1: The materials used and layer thicknesses for the pseudo spin valve
structures. The order of the elements listed for each entry in the Layers column
is representative of the order of deposition, with the layer first deposited onto
the particles being the first element listed.

The THz transmission through a 1.9 mm thick, random ensemble of Cu

particles with spin valves fabricated on them is studied using the THz-TDS

system described in Chapter 2. To search for signatures of GMR in the trans-

mitted pulses an external magnetic field, B, is applied. The orientation of the

magnetic field is perpendicular to the THz electric field polarization to miti-
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gate any B-dependence that may arise from AMR in the ferromagnetic layers

[12]. For samples 1, 2, and 3, B ranging from 0 mT to 35 mT in ∼ 0.3 mT

increments for B < 10 mT and ∼ 2 mT increments for B > 10 mT is applied.

Before incrementing B in the positive direction, a large negative magnetic field

is applied to reverse-bias the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layers. Thus,

it follows that by positively increasing B the spin valve should enter into the

antiparallel state and then the parallel state in succession (Section 1.3). Fig-

ure 4.3 shows the THz pulse transmitted through sample 1 for B = 35 mT

and for B = 0. Clearly there is no observable B-dependence that exceeds the

noise level, which was the case for all tested B-values for samples 1-3. To

test whether the lack of observable B-dependence was not simply due to not

applying a strong enough magnetic field, an electromagnetic with a maximum

field strength ∼ 80 mT was implemented for samples 4, 5, and 6. However,

similarly to the first three samples there was no observed B-dependence.

A possible explanation for the lack of magnetic dependence is that the

coercivities of Ni and Co are too similar to allow a strong occurrence of the

antiparallel state of the spin valve. To explore this possibility Ni is replaced

with Permalloy (PA), which has an extremely low coercivity (0.05 Oe for bulk

PA [14]), and the samples listed in Table 4.2 are tested. Here, B ranging from

Sample Layers thicknesses (nm)
7 PA/Cu/Co 10/2/10
8 PA/Cu/Co/Cu/PA/Cu/Co 5/2/5/2/5/2/5

Table 4.2: The materials used and layer thicknesses for the pseudo spin valve
structures containing permalloy (PA) instead of Ni. The order of the elements
listed for each entry in the Layers column is representative of the order of
deposition, with the layer first deposited onto the particles being the first
element listed.

0 mT to 80 mT is applied in 0.5 mT increments for B < 5 mT and ∼ 3 mT

increments for B > 5 mT. For these samples there is once again no observable
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Figure 4.3: Measured THz electric field waveforms for transmission through
sample 1 with B = 0 and B = 35 mT. The noise has not been filtered out
to illustrate that any differences between the two signals does not exceed the
magnitude of the noise.
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B-dependence. As a final trial, the THz pulse transmitted through sample

8 is measured when permanent magnets are used to immerse the sample in

a B = 0.23 T magnetic field, as shown in Figure 4.4. Once again, there is

negligible change in the transmitted pulse.
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Figure 4.4: Measured THz electric field waveforms for transmission through
sample 8 with B = 0 and B = 0.23 T. The noise has not been filtered out
to illustrate that any differences between the two signals does not exceed the
magnitude of the noise.
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4.3 Discussion

The absence of any detectable B-dependence of the THz transmission may

stem from a number of factors. First of all, the microscopic properties of

thin metal films are dependent on the quality of the substrate. Rather than

being deposited onto a smooth substrate with a well defined crystal plane,

the spin valves in this work are deposited onto the comparatively rough Cu

particles. Therefore, the thickness of the layers would most likely locally vary

across the surface of the particles. Spin valves are extremely sensitive to

the layer thicknesses [2] and, accordingly, the non-uniform surface conditions

would reduce their performance.

A second possibility can be discerned by considering Figure 4.4, which de-

picts the transmitted THz pulse for B = 0.23 T. Since there is plasmonic

current passing from ferromagnetic to non-magnetic metals (and vice-versa),

it is reasonable to expect to see traces of spin-accumulation as was observed

by Chau [13]. In [13], B-dependent pulse attenuation was observed in the

plasmonic enhanced transmission through Au-coated Co microparticles for

B > 100mT. Since the base particles were ferromagnetic the plasmons con-

sisted of spin polarized current, which was modulated by the interface resis-

tance associated with spin accumulation. For the sample corresponding to

Figure 4.4, though, the base particles are non-magnetic and the only sources

of spin polarized current are the thin layers of ferromagnetic metal composing

the spin valves. The lack of any change for the large applied field of 0.23 T in-

dicates that spin-accumulation at the ferromagnetic/non-magnetic interfaces

is not affecting the transmitted THz pulse. Thus, it is evident that there is

not enough spin polarized current contributing to the plasmonic oscillations

for spin-accumulation to manifest in the transmitted THz radiation, which

could also explain the lack of observable GMR effects. This explanation is
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supported by the fact that the skin depth of metals is typically ∼ 100nm at

THz frequencies [15], and the ≤ 20nm of ferromagnetic material in the spin

valves, which were only fabricated on one side of the particles, only constitutes

a small percentage of the volume where current densities are generated by the

penetrating THz electric fields. Hence, a solution may be to start with a fer-

romagnetic particle like Co, then deposit a non-magnetic spacer layer followed

by second ferromagnetic layer. This method may be limited by the native

oxide that would undoubtedly be present on the surface of the Co particles,

which could potentially impede current passing from the Co particle to the

fabricated metallic layers. However, this could be addressed by removing the

oxide layer via ion etch. Moreover, a challenge for implementing this approach

is that the ferromagnetic Co particles tend to clump together, thus making it

difficult to spread out a single layer of particles for deposition. Due to this

limitation, only a small portion of the particles would have spin valves fabri-

cated on them. A second solution may be to implement even higher magnetic

field strengths, which would increase the magnetization of the ferromagnetic

layers, thereby increasing the amount of spin-polarized current.

4.4 Conclusion

A turning point for electronically driven information technologies was the dis-

covery of spin-dependent transport and GMR. The ability to utilize the spin-

states of electrons provided a larger freedom in electronics design, and the

greatly enhanced storage capacities introduced by GMR has enabled much of

the recent progress in computing technology. Likewise, the newly discovered

field of spinplasmonics shows promise, providing a new platform for photonic

information technologies in much the same way spintronics did for electronic

information technologies. The work presented here takes the works towards
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advancing spinplasmonics towards GMR phenomena, however much work still

needs to be done. It is interesting to note that after the writing of this thesis,

preliminary work by Cameron Straatsma using a newly constructed electro-

magnet shows evidence of an up to 20% magnetic field dependent reduction in

transmitted THz pulse intensity for large magnetic field strengths (∼ 200 mT)

using similar samples. The results provide promising evidence of plasmonic

giant magnetoresistance.
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5.1 Background

It is a common phenomenon in research that the pursuit of one research goal

may lead to a different discovery entirely. In Chapter 4, Cu particles coated

with multilayers of ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic material were investigated,

with the goal of observing magnetic dependent THz transmission via GMR. It

has been shown that in the context of THz plasmonic enhanced transmission

through metallic media, for particles coated with layers of dissimilar metal

there is an interface impedance that results in a decrease in transmission am-

plitude [1, 2]. Hence, the transmission of THz radiation through the particles

coated with magnetic multilayers (in zero external magnetic field) was ex-

pected to be of lower amplitude than the transmission through the uncoated

particles. Unexpectedly, though, an increase of transmission amplitude was

observed for most of the samples. To investigate whether this enhancement is

manifest due to the ferromagnetic metals present, the situation is simplified

by studying Cu particles coated with only a thin layer of Au. In this Chap-

ter the studies performed so far and the future directions of the research are

described.

5.2 Experimental Results

To investigate the enhanced transmission effect, Cu particles are partially

coated with an Au layer. The relatively large skin depth of Au at THz fre-

quencies (∼ 100 nm [1]) ensures that the external electric field interacts with

the interface provided that the Au layer is not too thick. While the physics

should be observed in a metallic interface on a single particle, the utilization

of many particles (and interfaces) allows any electromagnetic effects arising

from the interface to accumulate as the THz pulse is transmitted through the
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ensemble of particles.

The Au layer on the Cu particles is formed using off-axis radio frequency

(RF) sputtering, and 4 different samples with Au thicknesses, dAu, of 5 nm, 10

nm, 20nm, and 100 nm have been prepared. The fabrication of all the samples

tested in this Chapter was performed by Mehmet Egilmez (Thin Films, Mul-

tilayers and Nanostructures Laboratory, Department of Physics, University of

Alberta). The particles have a mean size of δ = 90 ± 15 µm, and a scan-

ning electron microscope (SEM) image of a typical particle is shown in Figure

5.1(a). Only the top surface of the particles is exposed to the sputtering flux

and, as such, only a portion of the Cu particle surfaces are coated with Au.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been used to characterize the av-

erage surface composition. The XPS spectra for the samples having dAu = 5

nm and dAu = 100 nm are shown in Figure 5.2(a). As shown in Figure 5.2(b),

the XPS spectra of the two bimetallic samples show no shift of the Au 4f

core levels relative to each other. Since the X-ray radiation penetrates several

nanometers into the particles, this indicates the absence of Cu/Au alloying

near the interface in the dAu = 5 nm sample. The percent Au coverage, fAu,

is quantified by the relative magnitudes of the characteristic Au 4f and Cu

2p peaks in the XPS spectra where samples with higher Au coverage exhibit

larger Au peaks and, correspondingly, smaller Cu peaks. For the bimetallic

Cu-core/Au-layer samples, XPS analysis revealed that fAu increases from 21%

to 38% as dAu increases from 5 nm to 100 nm. Such a trend is attributed to

the nucleation and growth of islands during the thin film deposition process.

To characterize the uniformity of the Au coverage, auger electron spectroscopy

(AES) is performed, where an image of a region coated with 10 nm of Au is

shown in Figure 5.1(b). An SEM image of the same region is shown in Fig-

ure 5.1(c). In AES, the sample is exposed to an electron beam and Auger
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Figure 5.1: Panels (a), (c), and (d) depict a Cu particle coated with 10 nm
of Au for various resolutions. Panel (b) depicts the Au coverage of the Cu
particle surface via AES, and corresponds to the same region shown in panel
(c).
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Figure 5.2: (a) XPS spectra of two different Cu particle ensembles having
dAu = 5 nm and dAu = 100 nm, respectively. Panel (b) depicts the XPS
spectra for the two samples in the vicinity of the Au 4f emission lines.
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electrons are emitted at discrete energies that depend on the element present

on the sample surface. In Figure 5.1(c), the intensity is given by (P − B)/B,

where P is the height of the spectral peak corresponding to Au and B is the

background level. Such a definition removes the intensity variation that can

be caused by height changes, and thus represents the Au coverage independent

of the surface morphology. It is apparent that the surface coverage of the Au

is reasonably uniform over the ∼ 200 nm resolution of the AES technique.

Finally, the topology of the surface is examined using high resolution SEM,

as shown in Figure 5.1(d), where it is evident that the Au nucleation forms

boundaries ∼ 20 nm apart.

The THz transmission through a 1.9 mm thick, random ensemble of Au-

coated Cu particles is studied using the system described in Chapter 2. When

incident on the ensemble, the THz radiation is transmitted via near-field cou-

pling of non-resonant plasmons [3]. Shown in Figure 5.3(a) is the electric field

of the THz pulses transmitted through the particle ensembles. The waveforms

are obtained by averaging the transmission for several independent random

realizations of each sample, where the sample thickness is held constant. As

dAu increases from 5 nm to 100 nm, the transmitted peak-to-peak pulse am-

plitude markedly decreases by 65 ± 4%. This large reduction in transmission

for dAu = 100 nm is attributed to interfacial impedance between the Cu and

Au regions, which has been shown to drastically decrease THz transmission

for fAu 40% [1]. However, the most intriguing aspect in this figure is that

with the addition of the 5 nm layer the amplitude of the transmitted pulse

increases by 12 ± 4%. Interestingly, this enhancement is observed when only

21% of the surfaces are coated with a thickness of gold dAu << {δ, λTHz},

where λTHz ∼ 800 µm is the center wavelength of the incident THz radiation.

Moreover, it is observed that the pulse transmitted through the dAu = 5 nm
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Figure 5.3: The (a) time-domain electric field and (b) power spectral density
of THz pulses transmitted through ensembles of Au-coated Cu particles with
dAu = 0 (solid), 5 nm (dotted), 10 nm (dashed), 20 nm (dash-dotted), and
100 nm (short dash). Panels (c) and (d) depict the effective refractive index,
nCuAu, and effective absorption coefficient, κCuAu, for the same samples, as
determined from the pulses shown in (a).
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sample has a shorter period (i.e. larger frequency bandwidth) than the pulse

transmitted through the non-coated particles. Evidently, the surface condi-

tions of the micro-particles have a profound effect on the plasmonic-enhanced

transmission of THz radiation. The spectral characteristics are elucidated by

observing the frequency content of the transmitted pulses, as shown in Figure

5.3(b). Here it is revealed that the addition of the 5 nm layer of Au results

in a significant enhancement of the high-frequency components, where the en-

hancement decreases as the frequency decreases. Interestingly, as dAu increases

from 5 nm to 20 nm, the amplitude decreases uniformly over the whole band-

width. For dAu = 100 nm, the attenuation is accompanied with a shift of the

spectral peak to a lower frequency (0.25 THz for dAu = 20 nm compared to

0.16 THz for dAu = 100 nm), which is characteristic of attenuation resulting

from interface impedance [1]. It should be noted that the spectral modes that

are apparent in Figure 5.3(b) arise from the inter-particle geometry [3]. The

characteristics of the dominant spectral modes are illustrated by reconstruct-

ing the frequency spectra from three Lorentzians using a least squares fit, as

depicted in Figure 5.4(a) for dAu = 5 nm. The amplitude, width, and center

location of each of the Lorentzians is not fixed, but rather, is determined via

a least squares approach. The center frequency of the three modes for each

sample is shown in Figure 5.4(b), where it is evident that there is no shift

in the location of the peaks. This indicates that the packing fraction of the

particles is the same for the different samples.

To gain a more thorough understanding of the observed results the effective

index of refraction, nCuAu, is calculated, as shown in Figure 5.3(c). Note

that the while nCuAu is dielectric-like due to plasmonic coupling between the

particles [3, 4], the intrinsic relative permittivity of the individual Cu particles

is ∼ −5 × 105 + i106 at 0.4 THz [5]. Nevertheless, it is evident that there is
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Figure 5.4: (a) The frequency spectrum of the THz pulse transmitted through
the sample with dAu = 5 nm (solid), and the three Lorentzian curves that
can be added together to reconstruct it (dashed). The inset in (a) depicts
the experimentally obtained spectrum (solid) together with the sum of the
three Lorentzian curves (dotted). Panel (b) depicts the center locations of the
Lorentzian curves for the samples with dAu = 0, 5 nm, 10 nm, 20 nm, and 100
nm.
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little change in nCuAu for 0 ≤ dAu ≤ 20 nm (< 2% change). For dAu = 100

nm, nCuAu is increased for frequencies spanning 0.13 THz - 0.30 THz, which

agrees with the expected behaviour from the interface impedance between Cu

and Au [1]. For the dAu = 100 nm sample, a reliable interpretation of nCuAu

for frequencies higher than 0.30 THz is precluded since the spectral amplitude

of the transmitted pulse is nearly zero for frequencies above 0.30 THz [Figure

5.3(b)]. Figure 5.3(c) depicts the effective absorption coefficient, κCuAu, of

the samples, where the value of κ−1
CuAu signifies the e−1 decay length of the

transmitted electric field. In the calculation of κCuAu it has been assumed that

the reflectivity of the overall ensemble does not change with the addition of

the thin layer of Au since the reflectivities of Cu and Au are nearly identical at

THz frequencies. Interestingly, at a frequency of 0.37 THz the addition of the

5 nm layer results in a 28% decrease in κCuAu with respect to the non-coated

particles, and the amount of attenuation decreases to zero relative change as

the frequency decreases to 0.13 THz. As dAu increases from 5 nm to 20 nm,

κCuAu increases relatively uniformly over the whole bandwidth. For dAu = 100

nm, the increasing value of κCuAu for increasing frequency reflects the shift of

the peak frequency of the transmitted pulse spectrum to a lower value. Since

the absorption is positive for all dAu, though, the apparent “enhancement” of

the the transmitted signal amplitude for dAu = 5 nm is more appropriately

referred to as a decrease in loss.

It is important to address the fact that the observed results are highly

dependent on the band structure of the metals forming the interface. As such,

a rich dependence on the choice of materials is expected. Interestingly, Au

and Pt have particularly similar band structure [6], and accordingly, a similar

series of experiments is performed using Pt layers to test whether Pt exhibits a

comparable response. The experimental and analytical procedure is analogous
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to the Au layer study, and the Pt layer thicknesses explored, dPt, were 5 nm, 10

nm, 20 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm. For the bimetallic Cu-core/Pt-layer samples,

the percent Pt coverage, fPt, increases from 37% to 61% as dPt increases from

5 nm to 100 nm. As shown in Figure 5.5, the results are similar to those

obtained for Au, albeit with less loss reduction for dPt = 5 nm.

It is noteworthy to mention that the Cu particles are undoubtedly coated

with a thin oxide layer, since Cu readily oxidizes in air. Hence, when the Au

layer is deposited on the Cu particles, there is a thin layer of native oxide

between the pure Cu and the Au. To investigate the role the native oxide

plays on the transmission, a sample is prepared where 200 nm of Cu is first

deposited onto the particles, followed by 5 nm Au without breaking vacuum.

As a result, the interface between the 200 nm layer of Cu and 5 nm layer of Au

does not have a native oxide present. The thick, 200 nm layer of Cu prevents

the possibility of any interaction of THz radiation with the interface between

the native oxide and the Cu layer, since the skin depth of Cu is ∼ 100 nm

at THz frequencies [2]. Moreover, it has been shown that with only a 40 nm

layer of Cu on native-oxide coated Cu particles, there is negligible change in

the transmission of THz radiation through dense ensembles of the particles

[1]. Also prepared is a sample with a 100 nm layer of Au deposited onto a

200 nm layer of Cu. The time-domain waveforms and frequency spectra of the

THz transmission through uncoated Cu particles and the two aforementioned

samples are shown in Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), respectively. Remarkably, it

can be seen that the previously observed enhancement is no longer evident

in the sample with the 5 nm layer of Au. However, the sample with the 100

nm layer of Au still shows the attenuation characteristic to contact impedance.

Thus, the experimental results suggest that the native oxide layer is responsible

for the decreased losses for the high frequency components. The fact that the
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Figure 5.5: The (a) time-domain electric field and (b) power spectral density
of THz pulses transmitted through ensembles of Pt-coated Cu particles with
dPt = 0 (solid), 5 nm (dotted), 10 nm (dashed), 20 nm (dash-dotted), 50 nm
(long dash), and 100 nm (short dash).
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Figure 5.6: The (a) time-domain electric field and (b) power spectral density
of THz pulses transmitted through ensembles of uncoated Cu particles (solid)
and Cu particles coated with 200 nm of Cu followed by 5 nm of Au (dotted)
and 100 nm of Au (dashed).
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decrease in loss diminishes as dAu is increased suggests that either the oxide

layer is able to drastically alter the optical response of the Au layer when dAu

is small, or that the effect strongly depends on the strength of the electric

field at the interface. The latter possibility can be considered because as dAu

increases the interface is buried deeper in the particle, and the electric field

perceived by the interface decreases with a skin depth ∼ 100 nm in Au at THz

frequencies [1].

To confirm that the high frequency loss reduction occurs due to the oxide

layer, a sample of Cu particles is annealed in air for 4 minutes at 300◦ C to

increases the thickness of the oxide layer. Such conditions lead to an oxide

thickness of approximately 50 nm. Shown in Figure 5.7(a) is the time-domain

THz transmission through a non-annealed sample with dAu = 0, an annealed

sample with dAu = 0, an annealed sample with dAu = 5 nm, and an annealed

sample with dAu = 20 nm. Figure 5.7(b) depicts the corresponding frequency

spectra. Interestingly, the addition of the 5 nm layer of Au results in de-

creased loss for the high frequency components, similarly to the non-annealed

Cu particles with a 5 nm layer of Au. The overall decreasing amplitude of the

transmission for dAu = 20 nm is also consistent with the earlier results. As

such, the experimental results provide strong evidence that the high frequency

loss-reduction effect stems from an interaction of the native copper oxide layer

with the Au layer.

5.3 Discussion

A possible explanation for the observed results may lie in the fact that CuO

and Cu2O are p-type semiconductors with band gaps of 1.4 eV and 2.2 eV,

respectively [7]. Bringing a metal into contact with a semiconductor results

in the bending of energy bands and the creation of a space charge region in
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Figure 5.7: The (a) time-domain electric field and (b) power spectral density
of THz pulses transmitted through a non-annealed Cu sample with dAu = 0
(solid), an annealed sample with dAu = 0 (dashed), an annealed sample with
dAu = 5 nm (dotted), and an annealed sample with dAu = 20 nm (tight
dashed). The label “A” in the legend refers to non-annealed particles while
the label “B” in the legend refers to particles that are annealed before the
deposition of Au.
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the semiconductor, which is illustrated in a simplified manner that neglects

surface states for a p-type semiconductor by Figure 5.8. As depicted in Figure

5.8(a), before contact the Fermi levels in the metal and semiconductor are

not aligned. When the work function of the metal, Φm, is less than the work

function of the semiconductor, Φs, a Schottky contact is formed. Upon contact,

electrons flow from the metal to the semiconductor and the Fermi levels align

to achieve thermal equilibrium. Since the p-type acceptor atoms introduce

empty electron states (i.e. holes) near the Fermi level, electrons from the metal

are able to occupy these states near the interface (in the semiconductor). It

can be determined from Poisson’s equation that this space charge region in the

semiconductor results in the bending of the energy bands such that a potential

barrier of height ΦB = Φs−Φm, as shown in Figure 5.8(b) [8]. This downward

bending of the energy bands represents a barrier to conduction because holes

are the majority carriers of current in a p-type semiconductor. In practice, the

magnitude of the Schottky barrier is determined by the work functions of the

metal and semiconductor as well as their surface states. In fact, it has been

shown that despite the fact that the work function of Au is higher than the

work function of CuO, an Au-CuO interface can form a Schottky barrier due

to the surface states dominating the interfacial interaction when the material

dimensions are on the nano-scale [9]. If Φs < Φm, as depicted in Figure 5.8(c),

an ohmic contact is realized. In this case thermal equilibrium is reached via the

transfer of electrons to the metal from the valence band of the semiconductor,

and the energy bands bend upwards in the semiconductor near the interface.

As shown in Figure 5.8(d), in this scenario there is no potential barrier for the

majority carriers in the semiconductor.

It is important to note that the space charge in the semiconductor attracts

a surface charge in the metal, which can be represented by an image charge.
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of the band structure of a metal and p-type semicon-
ductor (a) before and (b) after contact. Before contact, the Fermi levels are
not aligned. After contact the Fermi levels align, but electrons remain in the
holes provided by the acceptor impurities. This results in a depletion region
near the interface which in known as the Schottky barrier.
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Therefore, a dipolar electric field exists in the semiconductor. Now consider

exposing such a system to a transient electric field. An external electric field

would upset the equilibrium of the space charge region in the semiconductor

since the potential associated with the electric field would cause the energy

bands to tilt. As a result, electrons would re-distribute themselves, and the

dipolar electric field in the semiconductor would be modified. It is a well

known result of Maxwell’s equations that an oscillating dipole results in the

generation of electromagnetic radiation [10]. Accordingly, it is intuitive to

attribute the enhanced THz transmission that is observed for small Au or

Pt thicknesses to an upset of the equilibrium of the space charge region at

the metal-semiconductor interface followed by a high frequency ringing of the

interface collective charge distribution as it settles back into equilibrium. For

dAu much less than the skin depth there are low enough dissipative losses for

the radiation propagating from the interface to escape. As dAu increases the

THz electric field at the interface decreases and the space charge region is not as

strongly perturbed. Moreover, as dAu increases the radiation exiting from the

interface experiences more loss, thus explaining the diminishing transmission

efficiency experimentally observed for increasing dAu. As noted earlier, the

substantial decrease in transmission amplitude for dAu = 100 nm, which was

observed for all samples, is attributed to interface impedance. For the sample

with no oxide layer between the Cu and Au, the interface impedance stems

from the difference in work functions of the two metals [1]. When two different

metals are brought into contact, the difference in their work functions (Φ1 and

Φ2) results in a flow of electrons from one metal to another, and as charge

builds up a “contact potential” is formed at the interface which inhibits the

continued transfer of electrons [11], as illustrated by Figure 5.9. This potential

difference scatters conduction electrons, giving rise to an interface resistance
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[12].

Figure 5.9: Schematic of (a) the potential (V ) at an interface between to
dissimilar metals. Φ1 and Φ2 are the work functions of the two metals, the
interface is located at position x = 0, and q is the electron charge.

For a metal-semiconductor contact, the Schottky barrier (i.e. ΦB) re-

sults in an interface impedance. Therefore, there is a competition between

the transmission enhancement associated with re-emitted radiation from the

space-charge oscillations and the transmission attenuation associated with the

interface impedance. For dAu = 5 nm, enough dipole-generated radiation

escapes from the interface escapes to overcome the effects of the interface re-

sistance; however, for dAu = 100 nm, the electronic state of the interface is not

strongly perturbed and the interface resistance dominates the response.

5.4 Conclusion

While the Schottky space-charge argument provides an appealing explanation

to the observed results, additional experiments are required to help provide

a more detailed understanding of the mechanisms responsible. Future work

that can be done includes removing the oxide layer in situ via ion etch before

the Au is deposited to confirm that the observed results are indeed due to

the native oxide layer. Furthermore, testing various combinations of materials

could shed light on the nature of the observed results. In particular, fabricating

particles with an interface between a doped semiconductor and metal that are

known to form a large Schottky barrier could shed some light on whether the
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metal-semiconductor interface is responsible for the loss reduction. Moreover,

comparing the results to particles with an interface between a semiconductor

and metal that are known to form a small Schottky barrier or ohmic contact

could help to confirm whether the metal-semiconductor interface is responsible

for the loss reduction.
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6.1 Concluding Statements

In Chapter 2 a system capable of angular- and time-resolved, polarization

sensitive detection of THz radiation with detection angles spanning 360◦ was

presented. The realization of a pump-probe spectroscopy system capable of

time- and polarization-resolved detection at arbitrary angles is challenging,

however, since the sampling probe beam must retain its alignment, polariza-

tion, and timing for all detection angles. To address these requirements, the

detection components are located on a rotatable stage above the THz genera-

tion components such that by rotating the stage different angles of detection

are realized. A trade-off between angular resolution and SNR is identified, and

an adjustable aperture is implemented to allow control over it. The perfor-

mance of the off-axis system was experimentally validated by measuring the

THz pulses scattering from a small metallic sphere, where the results were

found to be similar to predictions obtained from FDTD simulations.

In Chapter 3 a class of active artificial materials composed of a random

combination of dielectric and ferromagnetic microparticles was discussed. The

transmission through the devices is enabled by the near-field coupling of non-

resonant plasmons between ferromagnetic particles, and the active behaviour

stems from an interplay between engineered position dependent phase accu-

mulation via the relative concentrations of the dielectric and ferromagnetic

particles and actively adjustable phase accumulation via photonic anisotropic

magnetoresistance. Applying a uniform external magnetic field remodels the

spatial dependence of the effective refractive index, which allows for the ac-

tive adjustment of device behaviour. Recipes to create both an active lens

and active router were provided, where in the former case the application of

an external magnetic field results in in a tunable focal length, while in the

latter case an external magnetic field results in a tunable deflection angle of
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transmitted radiation. The passive operation of the devices was investigated

via FDTD calculations, and the active operation was verified via the experi-

mental study of an active directional router. In the experimental study, active

tuning of the propagation direction of the THz radiation over a range of 5◦

was demonstrated. Moreover, the experimental results enabled a prediction

of a similarly created active lens, where the focal length was estimated to be

adjustable from 15 mm to 121 mm. Notably, while these two examples demon-

strate the functionality and versatility of this class of devices, they are not the

only possibilities since any arbitrary spatial dependence of the effective refrac-

tive index can be realized by controlling the relative amounts of metallic and

dielectric particles. While the work in this thesis introduces and proves the

concept of this type of active THz device, there is still much research potential.

An important extension to this work would be to explore ultrafast operation

of the devices by implementing magnetic pulses. The minimum pulse duration

and strength needs to be explored, which would be an important consideration

for applications. Also important for preparing this technology for applications

is the optimization of the performance of the devices. It was estimated that the

maximum deflection and for a directional router and minimum focal length for

a lens were 20◦ and 3.2 mm, respectively. While these values are encouraging,

the use of different materials or fabrication methods could provide superior

results that are not embodied in the predictions. Finally, the experimental

realization of other specific devices could be explored, such as the active lens

or an active diffraction grating.

In Chapter 4, the possibility of modulating the THz transmission through

dense ensembles of metallic particles via giant magnetoresistance was explored.

Metallic multilayers resembling pseudo-spin valves were fabricating onto cop-

per microparticles, with the goal being that the plasmonic current excited by
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the THz radiation would be modulated by GMR. The experimental results

suggest that observing such phenomena requires either large magnetic fields

or carefully prepared surface conditions. Moreover, electrical GMR has a rich

dependence on surface conditions, materials chosen, and fabrication meth-

ods. Thus, other sample preparation methods and material types should be

explored using a wide range of magnetic field strengths. In particular, the de-

position of spin valves onto ferromagnetic particles rather than non-magnetic

particles should be investigated.

In Chapter 5, a form of loss reduction for the transmission of THz radiation

through ensembles of particles via near-field plasmonic coupling is introduced.

For a THz pulse transmitted through a dense ensemble of copper particles that

are coated with a nano-layer of gold, it was shown that a gold film only several

nanometers thick results in a reduction of the losses for the high frequency

components. Interestingly, the experimental results suggest that the effect

stems from the existence of a native oxide layer between the copper particle

and gold layer. While these results are intriguing, work needs to be done to

elucidate the underlying physics responsible for them.
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A. Terahertz Time Domain Spectroscopy Analysis Tech-

niques

Frequency Dependent Optical Parameters

In this section, a method to extract the frequency-dependent wave vector

amplitude, k̃, and permittivity, ε̃, from experimental THz-TDS data will be

presented. As discussed in Chapter 2, the voltage measured during EO detec-

tion is proportional to the time-domain THz electric field, E(t). To extract

frequency dependent information, the complex Fourier spectra, E(f), given by

E(f) = A(f)eiΦ(f) (A.1)

is first obtained from the Fourier transform of E(t), where f = ω/2π is the

frequency, A(f) is the amplitude spectra, and Φ(f) is the phase spectra. Note

that while E(f) is complex-valued, A(f) and Φ(f) are real-valued.

Now consider the situation where a THz pulse with electric field E(f) =

Eoe
i(k̃z−2πft+Φo) is transmitted through a sample of thickness ds, where Eo

and Φo are the amplitude and phase of the pulse when it is first incident on

the sample, and k̃ = k + iκ is the complex wave vector amplitude. Here

it is assumed that there is no variation of the electric field in the x- and y-

directions and that the propagation direction is along the z-direction. The

behaviour of the pulse as it passes through the sample is dictated by k̃, as

discussed in Section 1.3.1. Moreover, at each of the two interfaces between the

sample and air, a portion of the pulse is reflected while a portion is transmitted,

where the fraction transmitted is given by T . Therefore, the electric field of

the pulse as it exits the sample is given by E(f) = EoT
2e−κdei(kds−2πft+Φo).

Since k, κ, Eo, Φo, and T are all unknown parameters, k and κ can not be
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determined from a single measurement. Therefore, the situation depicted in

Figure A.1 is implemented, where the THz signals transmitted through two

different samples having thicknesses of ds,1 and ds,2 are measured, respectively,

where ds,2 > ds,1. Accordingly, the electric fields at the detector for the two

cases are given by

E1(f) = EoT
2e−κds,1ei(kds,1+kair(ds,2−ds,1)+kairdm−2πft+Φo) ∝ A1(f)eiΦ1(f)

(A.2a)

E2(f) = EoT
2e−κds,2ei(kds,2+kairdm−2πft+Φo) ∝ A2(f)eiΦ2(f) (A.2b)

where kair ≈ 2πf/c is the wave vector in air, dm is the distance to the detector

(Figure A.1), and A1, A2, Φ1, and Φ2 are the experimentally acquired data

sets. Hence, k can be isolated by determining the phase difference, Φ2 − Φ1,

and κ can be isolated by determining the amplitude ratio, A2/A1 which yields

k(f) =
Φ2(f)− Φ1(f)

ds,2 − ds,1
+

2πf

c
(A.3a)

κ(f) = − 1

ds,2 − ds,1
ln

(
A2(f)

A1(f)

)
(A.3b)

Notably, with k̃(f) experimentally determined via Equations (A.3a) and (A.3b),

one can determine ε̃(f) by using the relation k̃ =
√

2πµoµεoε̃f . Also, it

should be noted that the index of refraction, n(f), can be calculated using

n = kc/2πf .
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Figure A.1: Schematic of the experimental procedure, where the pulses trans-
mitted through two different samples (1 and 2) having thicknesses of ds,1 and
ds,2, respectively, are measured using THz-TDS. The distance between sample
1 and the detector is dm + ds,2− ds,1 while the distance between sample 2 and
the detector is dm
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Error Considerations in the Fast Fourier Transform Al-

gorithm

In the analysis of the time-domain waveforms obtained via THz-TDS, the

Fourier transform is routinely used to obtain the spectral characteristics. The

discrete signal obtained through the THz-TDS, f(n), is composed of N values,

where the corresponding time for each value is n∆t, and ∆t is the time between

samples. The discrete Fourier transform of f(n) is given by

F (k) = FR(k) + iFI(k)

=
N−1∑
n=0

f(n) cos
2πkn

N
+ i

N−1∑
n=0

f(n) sin
2πkn

N
(A.4)

where FR and FI are real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform, re-

spectively. If one considers every element of f(n) to be independent with a

variance σ2
f , then the variance of FR and FI are given by

σ2
FR

= σ2
f

(
∂FR
∂f

)2

= σ2
f

N−1∑
n=0

cos2 2πkn

N
(A.5a)

σ2
FI

= σ2
f

(
∂FI
∂f

)2

= σ2
f

N−1∑
n=0

sin2 2πkn

N
(A.5b)

Interestingly, for 0 < k < (N−1)/2 and N >> 0, the summations in Equations

(A.5) simplify to N/2 1. Moreover, for the THz waveforms investigated in this

thesis the zero-frequency components and frequency content near the Nyquist

frequency (i.e. frequency where k = (N − 1)/2) are absent, and for simplicity,

the error for k = 0 and k = (N−1)/2 will be ignored. As such, one can simply

write

σ2
FR

= σ2
FI

=
σ2
fN

2
(A.6)

1This can be easily proven by approximating the summation as an integral, which is valid
for N >> 0.
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Typically the amplitude, A(k) =
√
F 2
R + F 2

I , and phase, φ(k) = arctan FI

FR
,

spectra are computed which have variance’s given by

σ2
A = σ2

FR

(
∂A

∂FR

)2

+ σ2
FI

(
∂A

∂FI

)2

+ σ2
FRFI

∂A

∂FR

∂A

∂FI
(A.7a)

σ2
φ = σ2

FR

(
∂φ

∂FR

)2

+ σ2
FI

(
∂φ

∂FI

)2

+ σ2
FRFI

∂φ

∂FR

∂φ

∂FI
(A.7b)

respectively, where σ2
FRFI

is the covariance between FR and FI . The covariance

can be written as

σ2
FRFI

= σ2
f

∂FR
∂f

∂FI
∂f

= σ2
f

N−1∑
n=0

cos
2πkn

N
sin

2πkn

N

=
σ2
f

2

N−1∑
n=0

sin
4πkn

N
(A.8)

Fortunately, σ2
FRFI

vanishes because the summation is over an integer multiple

of periods of a sine function. As such, the following expressions for the errors

can be deduced to be

σ2
A =

σ2
fN

2
(A.9)

σ2
φ =

σ2
fN

2A2
(A.10)

While these expressions are applicable for the fast Fourier transform algorithm,

it is important to note that N is the number of points in the time domain

waveform excluding the points appended for zero padding. This is because

σ2 = 0 for the padding zeros and, as such, they do not contribute to the total

error.
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B. Electromagnet Design

The schematic for a compact electromagnet is shown in Figure A.2. The

spools, which have wire coiled around them, have variable separation to allow

the accommodation of various sample sizes. The two spools are fabricated

from iron to enhance the magnetic field generated, while the rest of the pieces

are fabricated from aluminum to avoid distortion of the magnetic field.
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Figure A.2: Schematic for an electromagnet.
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C. Finite-Difference Time-Domain Calculations

To numerically solve Maxwell’s equations, a commonly used technique is the

finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. In this method, the simulation

space is composed of a uniform grid of pixels, where the material properties at

each pixel are specified. An electromagnetic source is excited by defining a line

of electric field at time zero, and as time steps are uniformly increased via the

advancement of time-steps the electrodynamics play out. While this technique

tends to require more computational resources than others (e.g. finite element

method), it is advantageous due to the ability to easily modify the material

parameters.

The two-dimensional (2D) FDTD algorithm used in the thesis work will

be described. In the 2D assumption, the z-derivatives of all the electric and

magnetic fields can be set to zero in Maxwell’s equations, which yields two

sets of mutually exclusive equations pertaining to the transverse electric (TE)

and transverse magnetic (TM) modes. In this thesis, calculations of the TM

mode are performed, where only the Ex, Ey, Dx, Dy, and Hz fields are present

and are governed by the equations

µo
∂Hz

∂t
=
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex

∂y
(A.11a)

∂Dx

∂t
=
∂Hz

∂y
(A.11b)

∂Dy

∂t
= −∂Hz

∂x
(A.11c)

D = εoεE (A.11d)

where the variables have their usual meanings. If ε is frequency-independent,

the discretization laid out by Taflove2 is obtained. To more accurately model

2A. Taflove, Computational Electrodynamics (Artech House, Boston, 1995).
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metallic materials, an auxiliary equation for D is defined via the Drude model

D = εoE +
εoω

2
p

iων − ω2
(A.12)

where ωp and ν are the plasma and damping frequencies, respectively. To

cast Equation (A.12) into a form that can be discretized, its inverse Fourier

transform is taken yielding

ν
∂D

∂t
+
∂2D

∂t2
= ω2

pεoE + εoν
∂E

∂t
+ εo

∂2E

∂t2
(A.13)

Therefore, Equations (A.13) and (A.11) are discretized and solved numerically

in the FDTD approach used in this thesis.

The computer program created to implement the FDTD algorithm imple-

ments a window’s based graphical user interface (GUI), as shown in Figure

A.3, which allows the simulation parameters to be easily changed without the

need to re-compile. An explanation of the fields of the GUI are as follows:

x-grid size - The number of pixels composing the simulation along the x-

direction.

y-grid size - The number of pixels composing the simulation along the y-

direction.

# time steps - The number of time steps before the simulation ends.

Resolution (nm) - The side length of each pixel, in nanometers.

Snap-shot - The number of time steps to elapse between each time when the

full electric field map is saved.

Period (ps) - The period of the desired electromagnetic pulse source, in pi-

coseconds.
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Figure A.3: Screen shot of the GUI for a 2D FDTD program.
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Temporal HWHM (ps) - The half-width-half-max of the Gaussian enve-

lope applied to the sinusoid of the above period to obtain the electro-

magnetic pulse, in ps.

Spatial transverse HWHM (nm) - The half-width-half-max of the Gaus-

sian envelope that defines the transverse spatial profile of the source (i.e.

since the pulse is sourced along a line, this is equivalent to the spot size.).

Source Starting Location - The x-pixel location where the source is defined

along a line. As such, the source propagates in the x-direction.

MEDIA filename - The filename of a text file located in the same directory

as the program that defines the material type at each pixel with a num-

ber from 0 to 3. For example, for a 3× 3 simulation space consisting of

a material specified by “1” at the center and surrounded by free space,

the text file would look like:

0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

Implement drude permittivity - This check box signifies whether a drude

permittivity model should be used or not. If not, all parameters are

assumed frequency independent.

Material Codes - A number that signifies the type of material the numbers

in the MEDIA text file correspond to, as defined in the table at the

bottom of the GUI.

Param - The parameters for the material which have meaning dictated by

the material code, as defined in the table at the bottom of the GUI.

Save Properties - This button saves all the above mentioned fields into a

text file.
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Load Properties - This button loads all the above mentioned fields from a

text file.

The C++ code used to create the program is shown on the following pages.

The portion of code related to the creation of the GUI is not included since it

does not contribute to the FDTD calculations.
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// 2D FDTD Simulations

// Corey Baron

// Ultrafast Optics and Nanophotonics Laboratory

// Electrical and Computer Engineering

// University of Alberta

// Selection from Form1.h:

/* This header file contains the main code and is called from

the main program. Shown is the portion that deals with the

calculations, which call functions from the header file

FDTD_2D.h. The code used to create a windows based GUI is not

included. Mur boundary conditions are implemented, and the

source is created using a total field/scattered field approach.

Finally, the Drude model is implemented to enable accurate

modeling of metallic materials.*/

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

{

// Load basic parameters from GUI *****************************

Cmesh::setgrid(int(numericUpDown1->Value),

int(numericUpDown2->Value));

// setgrid (xgrid size, ygrid size)

Cmesh::setstepsizes(int(numericUpDown4->Value),

1/sqrt(double(2)));

// setstepsizes(resolution [nm],c*deltaT/deltaxyz)

Cmesh::setsourcestart(int(numericUpDown25->Value));
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// setsourcestart(x-location to start source (in pixels))

Cprint::setSnapshotInterval(int(numericUpDown5->Value));

// Record data every () timesteps.

// Create and allocate memory for the fields ******************

Cfield * pfieldEx = new Cxyfield;

Cfield * pfieldEy = new Cxyfield;

Cfield * pfieldHz = new Czfield;

Cfield * pfieldDx = new Cxyfield;

Cfield * pfieldDy = new Cxyfield;

// Create a source ********************************************

Csource * psource = new Csource;

psource->setsourceparams(double(numericUpDown6->Value),

double(numericUpDown7->Value),double(numericUpDown8->Value));

// setsourceparams(period in ps, HWHM in ps, transverse

spatial HWHM in nm)

Cmedia * pmedia = new Cmedia(); // Free space media

int endsourcetime;

if (int(numericUpDown3->Value) < (2*(psource->ENDt)+1+

(Cmesh::Tkeep)-1)) {

endsourcetime = int(numericUpDown3->Value)+(Cmesh::Tkeep)-1;

}

else {

endsourcetime = (2*(psource->ENDt)+1+(Cmesh::Tkeep)-1);

}
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// Create source data

for (int n=(Cmesh::Tkeep-1); n<endsourcetime; n++) {

pfieldEx->TEmaxwell_nondrude(n, pfieldEx->pfcomponent,

pfieldEy->pfcomponent,pfieldHz->pfcomponent,pmedia,psource);

psource->savesourcedata(pfieldEy->pfcomponent,

pfieldHz->pfcomponent,n);

// Report percent complete

int percentComplete = int((double(n)/endsourcetime*100));

worker->ReportProgress(percentComplete,"building source...");

// Check for cancellation

if ( worker->CancellationPending ) {

e->Cancel = true;

return 1;

}

}

// Reset the field data to zero

pfieldEx->resetfields(pfieldEx->pfcomponent,

pfieldEy->pfcomponent,pfieldHz->pfcomponent);

// Load media information *************************************

/* Load file containing material locations, with 0 representing

free space and 1, 2, ... identified in order on the

following lines.*/
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String^ TempString = textBox9->Text;

char* pstr = (char*)System::Runtime::InteropServices::Marshal::

StringToHGlobalAnsi(TempString).ToPointer();

if (strcmp(pstr,"none")!=0) {pmedia->loadmediafile(pstr);}

// Set material parameters for material 1

if (numericUpDown9->Value == 2) {

pmedia->add_dielectric(1,double(numericUpDown13->Value));}

else if (numericUpDown9->Value == 3) {

pmedia->add_metal(1,double(numericUpDown13->Value),

double(numericUpDown17->Value),

double(numericUpDown21->Value));}

else if(numericUpDown9->Value == 4){

pmedia->addperfectmetal(1);}

// Set material parameters for material 2

if (numericUpDown10->Value == 2) {

pmedia->add_dielectric(2,double(numericUpDown14->Value));}

else if (numericUpDown10->Value == 3) {

pmedia->add_metal(2,double(numericUpDown14->Value),

double(numericUpDown18->Value),

double(numericUpDown22->Value));}

else if(numericUpDown10->Value == 4){

pmedia->addperfectmetal(2);}
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// Set material parameters for material 3

if (numericUpDown11->Value == 2) {

pmedia->add_dielectric(3,double(numericUpDown15->Value));}

else if (numericUpDown11->Value == 3) {

pmedia->add_metal(3,double(numericUpDown15->Value),

double(numericUpDown19->Value),

double(numericUpDown23->Value));}

else if (numericUpDown11->Value == 4) {

pmedia->addperfectmetal(3);}

// Set material parameters for material 4

if (numericUpDown12->Value == 2) {

pmedia->add_dielectric(4,double(numericUpDown16->Value));}

else if (numericUpDown12->Value == 3) {

pmedia->add_metal(4,double(numericUpDown16->Value),

double(numericUpDown20->Value),

double(numericUpDown24->Value));}

else if (numericUpDown12->Value == 4) {

pmedia->addperfectmetal(4);}

// Run the simulation *****************************************

// Make the source a total/scattered source:

psource->setsourcetype(1);

// Iterate through time:
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{for (int n=(Cmesh::Tkeep-1); n<int(numericUpDown3->Value); n++) {

if ( checkBox1->Checked ) {

pfieldEx->TEmaxwell(n, pfieldEx->pfcomponent,

pfieldEy->pfcomponent,pfieldDx->pfcomponent,

pfieldDy->pfcomponent,pfieldHz->pfcomponent,pmedia,psource);

}

else {

pfieldEx->TEmaxwell_nondrude(n, pfieldEx->pfcomponent,

pfieldEy->pfcomponent,pfieldHz->pfcomponent,pmedia,psource);

}

pfieldEx->snapshot(n,pfieldEx->pfcomponent,

pfieldEy->pfcomponent,pfieldHz->pfcomponent);

// Report percent complete

int percentComplete =

int((double(n)/double(numericUpDown3->Value)*100));

worker->ReportProgress( percentComplete, "calculating..." );

// Check for cancellation

if ( worker->CancellationPending ) {

e->Cancel = true;

return 1;

}

}}

// Clean memory

delete pfieldEx;
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delete pfieldEy;

delete pfieldHz;

delete psource;

delete pmedia;

delete pfieldDx;

delete pfieldDy;

return 0;

}
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// FDTD_2D.h:

/* This header file contains all the relavent class and

function definitions for the simulation. Mur boundary conditions

are implemented, and a drude model is used. These equations are

for the TM polarization. */

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#include "stdafx.h"

using namespace std;

#define PI 3.141592653589793

#define eps 8.85418782

#define lightspeed 2.99792458

/* Cmesh stores the main variables of the simulation and

related fcns.*/

class Cmesh {

public:

static int xgrid, ygrid, Tkeep, sourcestart;

static double ts, deltaT, deltaxyz;

static void setgrid (int a, int b) {

xgrid = a;

ygrid = b;

}

static void setstepsizes (double a, double b) {

deltaxyz = a; // Units in nanometers
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ts = b; // ts = wavespeed*deltaT/deltaxyz.

deltaT = a/300000*b; // Units in picoseconds

}

static void setsourcestart (int a) {sourcestart = a;}

void updateprogress (int,int);

};

int Cmesh::xgrid = 0, Cmesh::ygrid=0, Cmesh::sourcestart=10;

double Cmesh::ts=0, Cmesh::deltaT=0, Cmesh::deltaxyz=0;

int Cmesh::Tkeep = 3;

// Tkeep is the number of time steps retained in memory.

// Cprint is for functions related to saving a timestep

class Cprint: public Cmesh {

char filename[128];

public:

static int Tsnap;

static void setSnapshotInterval (int a) {Tsnap = a;}

void snapshot (int n, double *** data1, double *** data2,

double *** data3) {

if (n%Tsnap == 0) {

sprintf_s(filename, 128, "sim2D_%04d.txt", n);

ofstream datafile (filename, ios::trunc);

for (int i=0; i<xgrid; i++) {

for (int j=0; j<ygrid; j++) {

if ((i == (xgrid-1)) || (j == (ygrid-1))) {

datafile << data1[i][j][n%Tkeep] << ’ ’ <<

data2[i][j][n%Tkeep] << ’ ’ << ’0’ << endl;
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}

else {

datafile << data1[i][j][n%Tkeep] << ’ ’ <<

data2[i][j][n%Tkeep] << ’ ’ <<

data3[i][j][n%Tkeep] << endl;

}

}

}

datafile.close ();

}

}

};

int Cprint::Tsnap = 100000;

// Take a snapshot every Tsnap timesteps.

// Cmedia involves the MEDIA information and related functions

class Cmedia: public Cmesh {

public:

int ** MEDIA;

double pCa[4]; double pCb[4]; double pDa[4]; double pDb[4];

double pRel_eps[4]; double pMu[4]; double pWp[4];

//double * pCa, * pCb, * pDa, * pDb, * pRel_eps, * pMu, * pWp;

/* Above: pRel_eps is for relative permattivity, pMu and pWp

are for damping and plasma freq. in drude model, respectively.

- pMu should always be in units of 1e12 sec^-1

- pWp should always be in units of 1e12 sec^-1*/

void loadmediafile(char[]);
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Cmedia ();

~Cmedia () {

for (int x=0; x<xgrid; x++) {

delete MEDIA[x];

}

delete MEDIA;

}

/*To follow are functions to add in material properties to Ca,

Cb, etc, parameters. pCa[0], pCb[0], etc are reserved for free

space parameters.*/

void addperfectmetal (int);

void add_dielectric (int, double);

void add_metal (int, double, double, double);

};

Cmedia::Cmedia () {

MEDIA = new int* [xgrid];

for (int x=0; x<xgrid; x++) {

MEDIA[x] = new int [ygrid];

for (int y=0; y<ygrid; y++) {

MEDIA[x][y] = 0;

}

}

for (int count = 0; count<4; count++) {

pCa[count] = 1;

pCb[count] = ts*(10*lightspeed)*4*PI;
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pDa[count] = 1;

pDb[count] = ts/(10*lightspeed)/4/PI;

pRel_eps[count] = 1;

pMu[count] = 0;

pWp[count] = 0;

}

}

void Cmedia::loadmediafile (char name[]) {

ifstream mediafile (name);

if (mediafile.is_open()) {

for (int i=0; i<xgrid; i++) {

for (int j=0; j<ygrid; j++) {

if (! mediafile.eof()) {

mediafile >> MEDIA[i][j];

}

}

}

mediafile.close();

}

}

void Cmedia::addperfectmetal (int indexnumber) {

pCa[indexnumber-1] = -1;

pCb[indexnumber-1] = 0;
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pRel_eps[indexnumber-1] = 1.5e308;

pMu[indexnumber-1] = 0;

pWp[indexnumber-1] = 0;

pDa[indexnumber-1] = 1;

pDb[indexnumber-1] = ts/(10*lightspeed)/4/PI;

}

void Cmedia::add_dielectric (int indexnumber,

double relpermittivity) {

pCa[indexnumber-1] = 1;

pCb[indexnumber-1] = ts/0.0003/eps/relpermittivity;

pRel_eps[indexnumber-1] = relpermittivity;

pMu[indexnumber-1] = 0;

pWp[indexnumber-1] = 0;

pDa[indexnumber-1] = 1;

pDb[indexnumber-1] = ts/(10*lightspeed)/4/PI;

}

void Cmedia::add_metal (int indexnumber, double relpermittivity,

double mu, double wp) {

double sigma = mu*1e5;

pCa[indexnumber-1] = (1-sigma*deltaT/2/eps/

relpermittivity)/(1+sigma*deltaT/2/eps/relpermittivity);

pCb[indexnumber-1] = ts*(10*lightspeed)*4*PI/

relpermittivity/(1+sigma*deltaT/2/eps/relpermittivity);
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pRel_eps[indexnumber-1] = relpermittivity;

pMu[indexnumber-1] = mu;

pWp[indexnumber-1] = wp;

pDa[indexnumber-1] = 1;

pDb[indexnumber-1] = ts/(10*lightspeed)/4/PI;

}

// Csource involves functions related to specifying the source.

class Csource: public Cmesh {

double ** psourcey;

double ** psourcez;

double period;

double HWHMt;

double HWHMy;

int ENDs;

int sourcetype;

ofstream sourcefile;//Specify an output stream for the source.

public:

int ENDt;

void setsourceparams (double, double, double);

void implementhardsource (double***, int);

void savesourcedata(double***, double***, int);

int requestsourcetype() {return sourcetype;}

void setsourcetype(int a) {sourcetype = a;}

double requestsourcevalue_y(int, int);

double requestsourcevalue_z(int, int);

/* requestsourcevalue is called during the iteration through
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time to implement the source.*/

Csource () {

sourcetype = 0;

}

~Csource () {}

};

void Csource::setsourceparams(double a, double b, double c) {

period = a/deltaT;// Convert from time to number of timesteps.

HWHMt = b;

HWHMy = c;

ENDt = int(HWHMt/deltaT*3);

ENDs = ygrid/2-2;

psourcey = new double* [(ygrid-1)];

for (int x=0; x<(ygrid-1); x++) {

psourcey[x] = new double [(2*ENDt+1)];

}

psourcez = new double* [(ygrid-1)];

{for (int x=0; x<(ygrid-1); x++) {

psourcez[x] = new double [(2*ENDt+1)];

}}

}

void Csource::implementhardsource (double*** pEy, int n) {

//ofstream sourcefile;

//sourcefile.open ("2Dsource.txt", ios::app);
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const double HM = sqrt(2* double(log(double(2))));

// Time where half max occurs for a gaussian when sigma is 1

double Timestep = HM/(HWHMt/deltaT); // Time increment

double Spacestep = HM/(HWHMy/deltaxyz); // Space increment

int fixedn = n-(Tkeep-1);

double t = (fixedn-ENDt-1)*Timestep;

if (fixedn<(2*ENDt+1)) {

for (int index=0; index<(ygrid-1); index++) {

double y = (index-ENDs-1)*Spacestep;

pEy[sourcestart][index][n%Tkeep] = exp(-pow(y,2)/2)*

exp(-pow(t,2)/2)*sin(2*PI/period*(fixedn-ENDt-1));

sourcefile << pEy[sourcestart][index][n%Tkeep] << endl;

// Save the source data to the file

}

}

//sourcefile.close();

}

void Csource::savesourcedata(double*** pEy,double*** pHz,int n){

// Save the data

if (n<(2*ENDt+2)) {

for (int j=0; j<(ygrid-1); j++) {

psourcey[j][n-(Tkeep-1)] = pEy[sourcestart][j][n%Tkeep];

psourcez[j][n-(Tkeep-1)] = pHz[sourcestart][j][n%Tkeep];

}
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}

}

double Csource::requestsourcevalue_y(int j, int n) {

double output = 0;

if (n<(2*ENDt+2)) {

output = psourcey[j][n];

}

return output;

}

double Csource::requestsourcevalue_z(int j, int n) {

double output = 0;

if (n<(2*ENDt+2)) {

output = psourcez[j][n];

}

return output;

}

// This class includes functions related to the E and H fields.

class Cfield: public Cprint {

private:

void MURx(int, int, int, double***);

void MURy(int, int, int, double***);

public:

double *** pfcomponent;

void TEmaxwell (int, double***, double***, double***,

double***, double***, Cmedia*, Csource*);

void TEmaxwell_nondrude (int, double***, double***,
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double***, Cmedia*, Csource*);

void resetfields (double***, double***, double***);

};

void Cfield::MURx(int i, int j, int n, double *** px) {

// Boundary Conditions

/*"i" and "j" in the "if" conditions are chosen to be either

the first or last number in the loop here so that the

boundary condition is formulated for only one pass through

the index not in the "if" condition, and so that the

elements in the RHS at the same timestep as the LHS are

already known.*/

if (j==1) // Condition for y=0

{

px[i][0][n%Tkeep] = -px[i][1][(n-2)%Tkeep]

+(ts-1)/(ts+1)*(px[i][1][n%Tkeep] + px[i][0][(n-2)%Tkeep])

+2/(ts+1)*(px[i][0][(n-1)%Tkeep] + px[i][1][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

if (i!=0 && i!=xgrid-2)//Make it second order when possible

{

px[i][0][n%Tkeep] += ts*ts/2/(ts+1)*

(px[i+1][0][(n-1)%Tkeep]

-2*px[i][0][(n-1)%Tkeep] + px[i-1][0][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+px[i+1][1][(n-1)%Tkeep] - 2*px[i][1][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+px[i-1][1][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

}

}
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if (j==ygrid-2) // Condition for y=h

{

px[i][ygrid-1][n%Tkeep] = -px[i][ygrid-2][(n-2)%Tkeep]

+(ts-1)/(ts+1)*(px[i][ygrid-2][n%Tkeep]

+px[i][ygrid-1][(n-2)%Tkeep])

+2/(ts+1)*(px[i][ygrid-1][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+px[i][ygrid-2][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

if (i!=0 && i!=xgrid-2)//Make it second order when possible

{

px[i][ygrid-1][n%Tkeep] += ts*ts/2/(ts+1)

*(px[i+1][ygrid-1][(n-1)%Tkeep]

-2*px[i][ygrid-1][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+px[i-1][ygrid-1][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+px[i+1][ygrid-2][(n-1)%Tkeep]

-2*px[i][ygrid-2][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+px[i-1][ygrid-2][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

}

}

}

void Cfield::MURy(int i, int j, int n, double *** py) {

// Boundary Conditions

/*"i" and "j" in the "if" conditions are chosen to be either

the first or last number in the loop here so that the

boundary condition is formulated for only one pass through

the index not in the "if" condition, and so that the
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elements in the RHS at the same timestep as the LHS are

already known.*/

if (i==1) // Condition for x=0

{

py[0][j][n%Tkeep] = -py[1][j][(n-2)%Tkeep]

+(ts-1)/(ts+1)*(py[1][j][n%Tkeep]+py[0][j][(n-2)%Tkeep])

+2/(ts+1)*(py[0][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]+py[1][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

if(j!=0 && j!=ygrid-2)

{

py[0][j][n%Tkeep] += ts*ts/2/(ts+1)

*(py[0][j+1][(n-1)%Tkeep]

-2*py[0][j][(n-1)%Tkeep] + py[0][j-1][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+py[1][j+1][(n-1)%Tkeep] - 2*py[1][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+py[1][j-1][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

}

}

if (i==xgrid-2) // Condition for x=h

{

py[xgrid-1][j][n%Tkeep] = -py[xgrid-2][j][(n-2)%Tkeep]

+(ts-1)/(ts+1)*(py[xgrid-2][j][n%Tkeep]

+py[xgrid-1][j][(n-2)%Tkeep])

+2/(ts+1)*(py[xgrid-1][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+py[xgrid-2][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

if (j!=0 && j!=ygrid-2)

{
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py[xgrid-1][j][n%Tkeep] += ts*ts/2/(ts+1)

*(py[xgrid-1][j+1][(n-1)%Tkeep]

-2*py[xgrid-1][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+py[xgrid-1][j-1][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+py[xgrid-2][j+1][(n-1)%Tkeep]

-2*py[xgrid-2][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+py[xgrid-2][j-1][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

}

}

}

void Cfield::TEmaxwell (int n,double*** pEx,double*** pEy,

double*** pDx,double*** pDy,double*** pHz,Cmedia * pmedia,

Csource * psource) {

for (int i=0; i<xgrid-1; i++) {

for(int j=1; j<ygrid-1; j++) {

pDx[i][j][n%Tkeep] = pDx[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+(ts/double(300000000))*(pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

-pHz[i][j-1][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

MURx(i, j, n, pDx);

}

}

{for (int i=1; i<xgrid-1; i++) {

for(int j=0; j<ygrid-1; j++) {

if (psource->requestsourcetype()) {

if ( ((i == sourcestart)&&(n>(Tkeep-1))) ) {
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pDy[i][j][n%Tkeep] = pDy[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+(ts/double(300000000))*(pHz[i-1][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

-pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+psource->requestsourcevalue_z(j,n-(Tkeep-1)-1));

}

else {

pDy[i][j][n%Tkeep] = pDy[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+(ts/double(300000000))*(pHz[i-1][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

-pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

}

}

else {

pDy[i][j][n%Tkeep] = pDy[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+(ts/double(300000000))*(pHz[i-1][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

-pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

}

MURy(i, j, n, pDy);

}

}}

{for (int i=0; i<xgrid-1; i++) {

for(int j=1; j<ygrid-1; j++) {

pEx[i][j][n%Tkeep] =

(double(1e12)/eps*(((pmedia->pMu[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])

*deltaT+2)*pDx[i][j][n%Tkeep]

+(-(pmedia->pMu[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])*deltaT+2)
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*pDx[i][j][(n-2)%Tkeep] - 4*pDx[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep])

-(pow(pmedia->pWp[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]],2)*deltaT*deltaT

-(pmedia->pMu[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])

*(pmedia->pRel_eps[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])*deltaT

+2*(pmedia->pRel_eps[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]))

*pEx[i][j][(n-2)%Tkeep]

+4*(pmedia->pRel_eps[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])

*pEx[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep] )

/( pow(pmedia->pWp[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]],2)*deltaT*deltaT

+(pmedia->pMu[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])

*(pmedia->pRel_eps[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])*deltaT

+ 2*(pmedia->pRel_eps[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]) );

MURx(i, j, n, pEx);

}

}}

{for (int i=1; i<xgrid-1; i++) {

for(int j=0; j<ygrid-1; j++) {

pEy[i][j][n%Tkeep] =

( double(1e12)/eps*(((pmedia->pMu[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])

*deltaT+2)*pDy[i][j][n%Tkeep]

+(-(pmedia->pMu[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])*deltaT+2)

*pDy[i][j][(n-2)%Tkeep] - 4*pDy[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep])

-(pow(pmedia->pWp[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]],2)*deltaT*deltaT

-(pmedia->pMu[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])

*(pmedia->pRel_eps[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])*deltaT
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+ 2*(pmedia->pRel_eps[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]))

*pEy[i][j][(n-2)%Tkeep]

+ 4*(pmedia->pRel_eps[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])

*pEy[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep] )

/( pow(pmedia->pWp[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]],2)*deltaT*deltaT

+ (pmedia->pMu[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])

*(pmedia->pRel_eps[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])*deltaT

+ 2*(pmedia->pRel_eps[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]) );

MURy(i, j, n, pEy);

}

}}

if ( !(psource->requestsourcetype()) ) {

psource->implementhardsource(pEy, n);

}

{for (int i=0; i<xgrid-1; i++) {

for(int j=0; j<ygrid-1; j++) {

if (psource->requestsourcetype()) {

if ((i == sourcestart) ) {

pHz[i][j][n%Tkeep] =

pmedia->pDa[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+ pmedia->pDb[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*(pEx[i][j+1][n%Tkeep] - pEx[i][j][n%Tkeep]

+ pEy[i][j][n%Tkeep] - pEy[i+1][j][n%Tkeep]
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+psource->requestsourcevalue_y(j,n-(Tkeep-1)));

}

else {

pHz[i][j][n%Tkeep] =

pmedia->pDa[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+ pmedia->pDb[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*(pEx[i][j+1][n%Tkeep] - pEx[i][j][n%Tkeep]

+ pEy[i][j][n%Tkeep]- pEy[i+1][j][n%Tkeep]);

}

}

else {

pHz[i][j][n%Tkeep] =

pmedia->pDa[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]*pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+ pmedia->pDb[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*(pEx[i][j+1][n%Tkeep] - pEx[i][j][n%Tkeep]

+ pEy[i][j][n%Tkeep]- pEy[i+1][j][n%Tkeep]);

}

}

}}

}

void Cfield::TEmaxwell_nondrude (int n,double*** pEx,

double*** pEy,double*** pHz,Cmedia * pmedia,

Csource * psource) {

for (int i=0; i<xgrid-1; i++) {

for(int j=1; j<ygrid-1; j++) {

pEx[i][j][n%Tkeep] = (pmedia->pCa[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])
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*pEx[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+(pmedia->pCb[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]])

*(pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]- pHz[i][j-1][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

MURx(i, j, n, pEx);

}

}

{for (int i=1; i<xgrid-1; i++) {

for(int j=0; j<ygrid-1; j++) {

if (psource->requestsourcetype()) {

if ( ((i == sourcestart)&&(n>(Tkeep-1))) ) {

pEy[i][j][n%Tkeep] = pmedia->pCa[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*pEy[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+pmedia->pCb[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*(pHz[i-1][j][(n-1)%Tkeep] - pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+psource->requestsourcevalue_z(j,n-(Tkeep-1)-1));

}

else {

pEy[i][j][n%Tkeep] =

pmedia->pCa[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*pEy[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+pmedia->pCb[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*(pHz[i-1][j][(n-1)%Tkeep] - pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

}

}

else {

pEy[i][j][n%Tkeep] = pmedia->pCa[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]
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*pEy[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+ pmedia->pCb[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*(pHz[i-1][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

- pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]);

}

MURy(i, j, n, pEy);

}

}}

if ( !(psource->requestsourcetype()) ) {

psource->implementhardsource(pEy, n);

}

{for (int i=0; i<xgrid-1; i++) {

for(int j=0; j<ygrid-1; j++) {

if (psource->requestsourcetype()) {

if ((i == sourcestart) ) {

pHz[i][j][n%Tkeep] =

pmedia->pDa[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+ pmedia->pDb[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*(pEx[i][j+1][n%Tkeep] - pEx[i][j][n%Tkeep]

+ pEy[i][j][n%Tkeep] - pEy[i+1][j][n%Tkeep]

+psource->requestsourcevalue_y(j,n-(Tkeep-1)));

}

else {
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pHz[i][j][n%Tkeep] =

pmedia->pDa[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+ pmedia->pDb[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*(pEx[i][j+1][n%Tkeep] - pEx[i][j][n%Tkeep]

+ pEy[i][j][n%Tkeep] - pEy[i+1][j][n%Tkeep]);

}

}

else {

pHz[i][j][n%Tkeep] = pmedia->pDa[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*pHz[i][j][(n-1)%Tkeep]

+ pmedia->pDb[pmedia->MEDIA[i][j]]

*(pEx[i][j+1][n%Tkeep]-pEx[i][j][n%Tkeep]

+pEy[i][j][n%Tkeep]- pEy[i+1][j][n%Tkeep]);

}

}

}}

}

void Cfield::resetfields(double*** pEx,double*** pEy,

double*** pHz) {

for (int i=0; i<xgrid; i++) {

for (int j=0; j<ygrid; j++) {

for (int k=0; k<Tkeep; k++) {

pEx[i][j][k] = 0;

pEy[i][j][k] = 0;

pHz[i][j][k] = 0;

}
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}

}

}

class Cxyfield: public Cfield {

public:

Cxyfield () {

pfcomponent = new double** [xgrid];

for (int x=0; x<xgrid; x++) {

pfcomponent[x] = new double* [ygrid];

for (int y=0; y<ygrid; y++) {

pfcomponent[x][y] = new double [Tkeep];

for (int z = 0; z<Tkeep; z++) {

pfcomponent[x][y][z] = 0;

}

}

}

}

~Cxyfield () {

for (int x=0; x<xgrid; x++) {

for (int y=0; y<ygrid; y++) {

delete[] pfcomponent[x][y];

}

delete[] pfcomponent[x];

}

delete[] pfcomponent;

}
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};

class Czfield: public Cfield {

public:

Czfield () {

pfcomponent = new double** [xgrid];

for (int x=0; x<xgrid; x++) {

pfcomponent[x] = new double* [ygrid];

for (int y=0; y<ygrid; y++) {

pfcomponent[x][y] = new double [Tkeep];

for (int z = 0; z<Tkeep; z++) {

pfcomponent[x][y][z] = 0;

}

}

}

}

~Czfield () {

for (int x=0; x<xgrid; x++) {

for (int y=0; y<ygrid; y++) {

delete[] pfcomponent[x][y];

}

delete[] pfcomponent[x];

}

delete[] pfcomponent;

}

};




